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5Introduction

Introduction

TheLeverhulmeTrustwas
establishedby theWill ofWilliam
HeskethLever, one of the great
entrepreneurs andphilanthropists
of theVictorian age.
Since 1925wehaveprovided

grants and scholarships for
research and education; today,we
are one of the largest all-subject
providers of research funding in the
UK, distributing approximately
£80million a year.

We award funding across academic disciplines,
supporting talented individuals in the arts, humanities,
sciences and social sciences to realise their personal
vision in research and professional training. Aswell
as substantial grants for research projects, we offer
fellowships for researchers throughout their academic
career, grants for international collaboration and
travel, and support for the fine and performing arts.

Our approach to grant-making is distinctive.
Our awards aremade in the responsivemode, with the
choice of topic and research design left with applicants.
We look for work of outstandingmerit, which is
original, important, and has significance beyond a
single field.We particularly value research that crosses
disciplinary boundaries or that is willing to take risks
in its pursuit of new knowledge or understanding.
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The threat created by Brexit is not
primarily about being cut off from
European funds. It is that funding
eventually follows the foremost
minds, and if talented people feel
unwelcome in theUK theywill
neither come nor remain
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Chairman’s Foreword

Iamdelighted to report that theTrusthashadanother
successful year. Incomegrowth is reflected in thenumbers
andvalueofgrantsmade.Thevolumeofapplications
remainshighandcrucially thequalityof thebids
continues toexciteourpeer reviewersand theBoardalike.
Thepages that followgivedetails of thevariousgrant-
makingactivities.However, theheadlinesare thatduring
2018 theTrustprocessed3,769newrequests for funds,
andmadegrantsexceeding£110million invalue.

ThreenewLeverhulmeResearchCentreswere
awardedgrantsof£10millioneach.At theUniversityof
York,ProfessorChrisThomaswill lead theLeverhulme
Centre forAnthropoceneBiodiversity, bringing together
world-leadingresearchers tounderstand theneglected
societalandbiologicalprocesses thatunderpinbiodiversity
gains,inadditiontoexaminingthecausesandconsequences
oflosses.TheLeverhulmeCentreforWildfires,Environment
andSociety, at ImperialCollegeLondon,will be ledby
DrApostolosVoulgarakis andwill be thefirstworldwide
toaddresswildfirechallenges fromaglobalperspective.
ProfessorMelindaMillswill be theDirectorof thenew
LeverhulmeCentreforDemographicScience,attheUniversity
ofOxford,whereanunconventional approach ispromised,
unitingscientists fromdemography,sociology,criminology,
economics, statistics,moleculargenetics, biology,history,
marketingandbusiness;bringing‘science’ intodemography.

TheTrust’s triennial sequenceof ‘£10million
competitions’ this year featuredourArtsScholarships.
TheBoardapproved82grants to supportarts training
in48specialist organisations.Thestudentswhoreceive
scholarships tohelp further their talentsare invariably
amongthemostgrateful recipientsofLeverhulmegrants,
and it isheartening to learnabout theirmanysubsequent
successesandachievementseachyear.

The2018LeverhulmeLecture sawDameMinouche
Shafikaddress thequestion ‘Whyarewesomiserable
wheneverything isgettingbetter?’, beforea large invited
audience,whoseenthusiasmfordebating the issuecarried
theensuingdiscussionwell into thedinner that followed
her talk.The textofMinouche’s lecture is availableon the
Trust’swebsite.

TheTrust’sfirstGalaDinner tocelebrateour
PhilipLeverhulmePrizeswasheld in the impressive
surroundingsof theDrapers’CompanyLiveryHall,City
ofLondon.Theseprizes,worth£100,000each,have
beenofferedannually since2001, in commemoration
of thecontribution to theworkof theTrustmadeby
PhilipLeverhulme, theThirdViscountLeverhulme
andgrandsonofWilliamHeskethLever.SirVenki
Ramakrishnanpresentedeachof the thirtywinnerswith
theirprizeandpraised thewonderful arrayof research
talent thatwasassembled for theevening.

Amongstall of thisgoodnews itwouldbe remiss
ofmenot toacknowledge the looming threat that is
Brexit.At the timeofwriting, it isnotyet clear if, how
orwhentheUKwill exit theEuropeanUnion.However,
fromtheoutsetwhathas seemedsadlyobvious tomyself,
theTrusteesand theDirector, is that thediscourse that
hasemerged fromthedebateaboutBritain’splace in
theworld ingeneral andwithin theEUinparticular is
creatinganexistential threat to this country’shard-
wonreputationasa researchgiant.Wehavesucceeded
asacountry increatinga ‘hostile environment’ for
international researchers.Thiswill in the futuredeprive
theUKofan important sourceof talent, ideasandnational
competitiveness.The threat createdbyBrexit isnot
primarily aboutbeingcutoff fromEuropean funds; it is
that fundingeventually follows the foremostminds, and if
talentedpeople feel unwelcome in theUKtheywill neither
comenor remain, and induecourse theywill be followed
byresearch fundsbothcorporateand institutional.

Onbehalf of theBoard, I shouldhowever closeona
positivenote,by thankingeveryonewhohascontributed
to theTrust’s successduring thispastyear,byproviding
their expertiseasa reviewer,panelmemberoradviser.
Without theenthusiastic supportof the international
researchcommunity, and indeedof its ownhardworking
staff, theTrustees couldnot fulfil theFounder’swishes to
provide ‘scholarships for researchandeducation’.

Niall FitzGerald KBE DSA
Chairman of the Leverhulme Trust Board
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History of theLeverhulmeTrust
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9Introduction

Acommittedphilanthropist
throughout his life,whenhedied
in 1925LordLeverhulme left a
proportion of his holdings inLever
Brothers to provide ‘scholarships
for… research and education’. It
was thus that theLeverhulme
Trust came into being.

Born in 1851,WilliamHeskethLevermadehis fortune
through themanufacture andmarketing of soap and
cleaningproducts. In the space of only a fewyears his
companyLeverBrothers grew to becomeahousehold
nameand its products,which includedSunlight
Soap andLux,were sold around theworld.The title
‘LordLeverhulme’was conferred uponLever in 1917
(‘Hulme’ being themaidennameof hiswife, Elizabeth,
whohaddied four years previously).A committed
philanthropist from thebeginning, onhis death in
1925LordLeverhulme left a share of his holdings inhis
company to provide for specific trades charities, and to
offer ‘scholarships for… research and education’. The
LeverhulmeTrustwas established to undertake these
charitable aims. In 1930, LeverBrothersmergedwith
MargarineUnie to formUnilever – one of theworld’s
majormultinational companies – and the shares held by
theLeverhulmeTrust became shares inUnilever PLC.

TheTrust Board

Inmakingdecisionsaboutfunding,theTrusteesseekthe
adviceofarangeofpeerreviewersandexpertpanelsor
committeeswhoofferanassessmentof theacademicmerit
andsignificanceofapplications.

Trustees

MrNWAFitzGerald, KBEDSA (Chairman)
MrDBaillie
MrACButler
Mr P J P Cescau
Professor KGull CBEFRS
MrRHPMarkham
MsLNair
Mr PG JMPolman
MrC Saul
MsASourry
Mr SGWilliams
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10 Introduction

Grants theTrustOffers

Researchprojects

TheTrust offers threemajor sources of researchproject
funding.All schemes cover funding for research staff and
associated research costs. The choice of subject area and
approach is always left entirely to the applicants.

LeverhulmeDoctoral Scholarships provide £1.05
million over three years to aUKuniversity to fund a
total of fifteen doctoral students, with five scholarships
offered in each year of the grant. Approximately ten
universities are funded in each round.

Research LeadershipAwards support researchers with
an established university career whowish to build a
research team to address a distinct research problem.
Up to £1million over four to five years is available.

LeverhulmeDoctoral Scholarships andResearch
LeadershipAwards are offered triennially on a rotating
basis together withArts Scholarships.

Leverhulme Research Centres receive £1million per
annumover a period of between five and ten years to
conduct innovative research of the highest intellectual
and academic ambition. The Trust’s aim is to encourage
new approaches thatmay establish or reshape a field
of study and so transform our understanding of a
significant contemporary topic. These grants are
awarded periodically.

Research Project Grants provide up to £500,000 over
five years for researchers to undertake an innovative
and original research project; the scheme is open to
outline applications at any time.

Fellowships and studentships

TheTrust aims to offer funding opportunities to
talented researchers at all stages of their career.

Early Career Fellowships provide a bridge into an
academic career for researchers with a proven research
record, but who have not yet held an established
academic post. Fellows should expect to complete a
single piece of original, publishable research during
their tenure. The scheme provides 50 per cent (up to
£25,000 a year) of the salary costs of a three-year
academic appointment, with the host institution
providing the remaining funds.

ResearchFellowships of up to£55,000over a period of
three to twenty-fourmonths are awarded to experienced
researchers, particularly thosewhose day-to-day
responsibilities have prevented them fromcompleting a
programmeof research.Applications arewelcomed from
established independent scholars aswell as those holding
posts in higher education institutions.

Major Research Fellowships provide replacement
teaching costs to enable well-established academics
in the humanities and social sciences to focus for
two or three years on a specific piece of significant,
original research. The scheme is particularly aimed at
researchers whose day-to-day duties have prevented
them from completing a programme of research.

Emeritus Fellowships provide funding over up to two
years for senior researchers who have retired from
an academic post to complete a research project, and
prepare the results for publication. The awards offer
research expenses of up to £22,000, but do not provide
maintenance for the applicant.
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11Introduction

Internationalstudyandcollaboration

StudyAbroad Studentships support advanced study or
research at a centre of learning in any overseas country,
with the exception of theUSA, for between twelve and
twenty-fourmonths. Applicants need to have been
resident in theUK for at least three years, and should be
either currently a student, or have been registered as a
student in the last eight years. The scheme offers basic
maintenance costs of £21,000, a dependent allowance,
and travel costs.

InternationalAcademicFellowshipsenable established
researchers tovisit overseas researchcentres, todevelop
newknowledge, skills and ideas.Upto£45,000 is
available foraperiodof three to twelvemonths.

Visiting Professorships are awarded toUK institutions
that wish to invite an eminent researcher from overseas
to enhance the knowledge and skills of academic staff
or the student bodywithin the host institution. The
scheme coversmaintenance, travel expenses and
research costs, up to £150,000. Visiting Professorships
last for between three and twelvemonths.

Philip LeverhulmePrizes

Each year, theTrust awards up to thirty prizes to
recognise researchers at an early stage of their career,
whoseworkhas alreadyhad a significant international
impact, andwhose future research career is
exceptionally promising. Prizewinners receive an award
of £100,000over twoor three years,whichmaybeused
for any researchpurpose.Tobe eligible, nomineesmust
hold an academic post in theUK, andmust bewithin ten
years of the award of their doctorate on the closing date
for nominations.Nominations are accepted forwork
across eighteendisciplines,with prizes in six of these
offered each year.

Arts funding

Arts Scholarships are open to specialist arts training
organisations to develop innovative teaching and to
provide bursaries for individuals of exceptional talent to
develop their skills in the fine and performing arts.

For further information about
funding schemes offered by the
Trust, please visit
www.leverhulme.ac.uk

National Youth Jazz Collective (top)
and Circomedia both currently hold
Arts Scholarships.
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Director’sReport

Sincetheyear2000, theTrusthasdistributedgrants
worthmorethan£1billion intotal, tosupport researchand
education inthesciences,humanities, social sciencesand
arts.Thecurrentportfolioof thirteenschemescontinues to
offergrantholdersarangeof fundingopportunities, large
andsmall, throughout theiracademiccareers.

ResearchProjectGrants remain the ‘corebusiness’
of theTrust.During2018, theBoardawarded173grants,
representing36per centof theTrust’s expenditure,
for sumsupto£500,000tosupport research intoa
typicallybroadrangeof subjects, including ‘Darkmatter
astrophysicswith theGaia satellite’, ‘Exploring the social
managementof lonedeaths’, and ‘Gurus, anti-gurus, and
media innorth India’.Our fellowship schemescontinue
toattract largenumbersofhighqualityapplications,
particularly forEarlyCareerFellowships,Research
Fellowships, andMajorResearchFellowships.Thepages
that followgivedetails of thenumbers,distributionand
subjectmatterof all of thegrantsmadeduring theyear,
groupedbyscheme into thebroadcategoriesof ‘Sciences’,
‘Humanities’ and ‘SocialSciences’.

Duringvisits to speakatuniversities, occasionally
I amaskedwhyweemploy this tri-partite distinction
betweendifferent spheres of scholarship, since oneof
the recognisedhallmarksof theTrust is its particular
friendliness towards interdisciplinary research.One
reason is that potential applicants canbe reassured that
theTrust is indeedabroad-based ‘responsivemode’
funder, happy to acceptproposals across awide range
of topics, and to fundexcellencewherewefind it.The
Trustees areundernoobligation to represent or satisfy
particular disciplinary communities. For convenience,we
classify ourgrants by thenominal disciplinary affiliation
of theprincipal applicant, butmanyof ourprojects andall
of our larger grants (suchas those forResearchCentres)
span conventional disciplinaryboundaries.TheWhat
HappenedNext sectionof thisAnnualReview (page
71) gives someexamples of typical interdisciplinary
Leverhulmeprojects.

Thisopenness to cross-disciplinaryandmulti-
disciplinarywaysofworkingreflects theTrust’s

overarchingphilosophy,whichhasalwaysbeenabout
problem-solvingandcollaborations. It also reflects the
TrustBoard’sdistinctiveappetite for (andability to fund)
‘higher risk’ research–or,moreaccuratelyperhaps,
researchwhich is speculative,has less certainoutcomes,
and thereforenoobvious route to ‘impact’ beyond that
of extendingknowledgeandunderstanding. It is for
that samereason that theTrust’sportfolioofgrants
also containsadisproportionatelyhighproportionof
fundamental (basic, blue-skiesor curiositydriven)
projects, since these tooaregenerallyviewedashigher
risk.They tend to take longer, attract lesspublic
recognition, andcarry fewerguaranteesof a successful
outcome.TheLeverhulmeTrusthasbecomeparticularly
associatedwithbothearly-stageand interdisciplinary
research,notasamatterof explicit policy,butasa
welcomeby-productof theBoard’s attitude to risk. Ihope
thatyouwill be intrigued–andpleased–by the rangeand
originalityof theawards thatare recorded in this review.

Inclosing, Iwouldwishenthusiastically to joinwith
theChairmaninthankingtheTrust’shardworkingstaff,
andthemanygenerouspeerreviewersandadviserswho
makeourgrant-givingpossible.But I fearthat Imust
alsoendorsehisobservationsaboutthedebatearound
Brexit.Forpractical reasonsLeverhulmefundingismainly
distributedviaprincipalapplicantswhoare located inUK
universities.Thisdoesnotmeanthatthebeneficiariesof
Trust fundingare largelyBritish. JustastheUKhasbeen
thebeneficiary inthe last fewdecadesof theopenness
ofBritaintoresearchtalentandnewideasfromother
countries,soourfundinghasgonetomultitalentedand
multinational individualsandteamswhohavebeen
attractedbythiscountry’s inclusiveness,andtoatruly
liberalacademicresearchenvironment.Whateverthe
outcomeofthenegotiationsaroundBrexit, I fearthat
wemayhavesetbackthiscountry’sresearchbasefora
generationtocome,bysendingtrulydamagingsignals to
potentialcollaboratorsoverseas. IhopeIamprovedwrong.

Professor Gordon Marshall CBE FBA
Director
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13Introduction

SummarisedFinancial Information
For the year ended 31December 2018

Income from Investment income

Expenditure on Investmentmanagement costs

Charitable activities

Net income before net
gain on investments

Net gains on investments

Net income and net
movement in funds

Statement of funds Total funds brought forward

Total funds carried forward

2017

£000

99,383

2,218

77,189

19,976

596,738

616,714

2,638,976

3,255,690

2018

£000

109,626

4,699

108,759

(3,832)

(73,872)

(77,704)

3,255,690

3,177,986

This information is taken from the LeverhulmeTrust
Annual Report and Financial Statements 2018, which
are available to download from the Charity Commission
website or on request from the Trust.
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2018 inNumbers

Staff

15

Institutions funded

81

Grants awarded

670

Active grants

1,502

Applications received

3,769

Funds distributed
since 2000

£1billion

*this is not a mandatory field on application forms; the figures represent those who answered

Staff

15

Institutions funded

81

Grants awarded

670

Active grants

1,502

Applications received

3,769

Funds distributed
since 2000

£1billion

*this is not a mandatory field on application forms; the figures represent those who answered

Male

Applications and awards: gender split*

Female MaleGrants

MajorResearchFellowships

Early Career Fellowships

Research Fellowships

Applications Female

59%41%Major Research Fellowships

72%28%Reserch Project Grants

52%48%Early Career Fellowships

67%33%Research Fellowships

44%56%

64%36%

50%50%

Research Project Grants 77%23%
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1 Research Project Grants
£39,271,000 36%

2 LeverhulmeResearch Centres
£29,999,000 27%

3 Early Career Fellowships
£12,456,000 11%

4 Arts Scholarships
£10,392,000 9%

5 Major Research Fellowships
£4,307,000 4%

6 Research Fellowships
£5,679,000 5%

7 Philip Leverhulme Prizes
£3,000,000 3%

8 Other*
£5,393,000 5%

* AcademyFellowships/Scholarships,
Visiting Professorships, StudyAbroad
Studentships, Emeritus Fellowships and
International Academic Fellowships.

Distribution of funds

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

Applications: success rates

Applications received Success rate %

Research Project Grants 856 20

Early Career Fellowships 739 18

Research Fellowships 671 18

Philip Leverhulme Prizes 396 8

Major Research Fellowships 145 20

Visiting Professorships 134 31

StudyAbroad Studentships 96 33

Emeritus Fellowships 84 46

International Academic Fellowships 39 49
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Grants inFocus

Written by recently awardedgrant holders
and spanning a range of funding schemes
and academic disciplines, ourGrants inFocus
articles highlight the breadth and significance
of research fundedby theTrust in 2018
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Asageneticist, I haveworkedwithyeast as a simplemodel systemthroughout
my career.We are investigating genome function and regulation, including
factors affecting the ageing and lifespan of cells. Ageing is a fascinating
biological process which affects us all sooner or later. Single-celled yeasts
have been useful to identify basic principles of ageing, but cannot explain
themore complex,multi-factorial processes associatedwith ageing
inmulticellular organisms like humans. I am therefore keen to also
establish a tractable animalmodel organism inmy laboratory to enable
complementary, advanced insights into the nature of ageing.

Amidlife crisis perhaps, but I have recently become intrigued by
theAfrican turquoise killifish,Nothobranchius furzeri, which emerges
as a potentmodel system for ageing. This fish inhabits seasonal ponds in
South East Africa. It therefore grows, reproduces and ages very rapidly
during the short rainy season. Older fish showmultiple hallmarks of ageing
typical for humans, such as reducedmuscles and frequent cancers. The fish
only lives for about fivemonths. Its eggs then survive the long dry season
in diapause, a state of suspended animation. Diapause features delayed
ageing, and likely shares geneticmechanismswith longevity. The killifish
has tremendous potential as a newmodel organism. Its genetic tractability
and short adult lifespan allow rapid, cost-effective assays to study ageing
and associated biological processes.

I will spendmy Fellowship at StanfordUniversity (Palo Alto, USA),
with the group of Professor Anne Brunet who are pioneering ageing
experiments with killifish. This staywill allowme to learn about the
general husbandry and breeding of killifish. Such know-howwill be critical
to adopt standardised conditions for reproducible experiments at UCL. The
Brunet laboratory is at the forefront of killifish research, and the broad,
direct experiencewith both routine upkeepmethods as well as cutting-
edge genetic approaches will equipmewith a strong basis to train group
members in essential procedures to successfully establish the killifish
model back in London.Moreover, Stanford’s Genetics Department includes
many groups pursuing awide range of research onmolecules, organisms,
populations and genomes.Without a doubt, exposure to this varied, rich
sciencewill generate fresh ideas formy own research and opportunities for
future collaborations.

Exchanging ideaswith
diversenewcolleagues
overseaswill support
JürgBähler in
generating fresh
opportunities for
cross-disciplinary
collaborations

Learning about ageing
froma short-livedfish

Professor Jürg Bähler
University College London
International Academic Fellowship

Opposite

Adult male (left) and female (right)
turquoise killifish in a research facility.
Picture by Giovanni Stefani, University
of Trento.
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Philanthropy is, pretty universally, regarded as a good thing. Defining
what itmeans, however, is rathermore difficult and in deciding to ‘do good’
philanthropists are, consciously or not, helping shape society to reflect their
own ideals. The principal subject ofmy project, AnthonyAshley Cooper, the
7th Earl of Shaftesbury (1801–1885), spoke of philanthropy as ‘the dreadful
word’ in recognition of the growing suspicion and criticism he perceived
surrounding the philanthropist.

The philanthropist’s role in the development ofmodern society,
however, is vital, whether that has been as a complement to, or replacement
for, state activity in diverse fields of reform and social welfare.My
project explores that role by bringing to light the innermost thoughts
and reflections of one of nineteenth-century Britain’smost prominent
philanthropists and social reformers. Shaftesbury, the so-called ‘Poor
Man’s Earl’, enjoyed a long career, bothwithin and beyond parliament,
labouring to ameliorate working and living conditions (especially for
children), improve education opportunities,mental health provision, and
a host of wider social reforms. Such is Shaftesbury’s prominence that he
is frequently taken to be a pioneer of Victorian philanthropy, ushering
in a golden age of voluntary action.WilliamBeveridge, the architect of
the twentieth-centuryWelfare State in Britain, judged that Shaftesbury
represented ‘the aristocratic tradition at its best’, which is a revealing
comment on duty and responsibility in public life.

We are fortunate that Shaftesbury kept an unusually full (and
candid) diary formuch of his life – starting in the 1820s butmainly
covering the period from the 1830s through to his death in themid-1880s –
inwhich he recounts not only his actions, but his thoughts andmotivations,
not least the importance of his evangelical faith. But, because they are
dense and difficult to read, these diaries have not had the audience they
deserve; studying them in full will allow us to better understand not only
Shaftesbury but also the essence of Victorian evangelical philanthropy and
questions of social reform.

The principal outcome ofmy Fellowshipwill be the completion of a
major four-volume scholarly edition of Shaftesbury’s diaries (which run
tomore than 1.2millionwords) whichwill also underpinwider research
into the politics of philanthropy, the relationship between the state and
voluntary action, and how philanthropy has been driven by political
ideologies and religious impulses.

DavidBrown’s project
examines thenature,
meaning and
motivations
underpinning
philanthropic effort
inmodernBritain

‘The aristocratic tradition at its
best’? Shaftesbury, philanthropy
and reform

Professor David Brown
University of Southampton
Major Research Fellowship

Anthony Ashley Cooper, 7th Earl of
Shaftesbury (‘Statesmen, No. 35.’) by
Carlo Pellegrini, published in Vanity
Fair 13 November 1869 © National
Portrait Gallery, London.
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Chivalric prose romances produced at themid-fifteenth-century court of
Valois Burgundy offer a hitherto neglected source of ideas about power
and justice in the laterMiddle Ages with their plotsmotivated by acts of
injustice such as rape, slander, or usurpation. The lesson they offer their
readers is that a knight achieves his apotheosis through the performance of
chivalric deeds that serve the common good. Depicting the hero bringing
justice by proving the innocence of a falsely accusedwoman in a judicial
combat or engaging in just war so as to defend a deposed king, they show
how themaintenance of social order through good governance is asmuch
the duty of a knight as of his lord.

Produced for an audience belonging to the highest ranks of
Burgundian society, these texts were intended to please both the eye
and the ear. One particularly important corpus of illuminated romances
is that produced in the 1450s and 1460s at the Lille-basedworkshop of
theWavrinMaster, so-called after his chief patron, Jean deWavrin, a
nobleman, bibliophile and chronicler at the court of Burgundy. These ten
papermanuscripts, comprising fifteen texts, contain nearly 650 ink and
watercolourminiatures executed in the artist’s highly distinctivemanner
that is at once original, expressive, and very stylised. Offering a concise
visual précis of each text’s ideological lessons, thesemanuscripts abound
in images of accusation at court, trial by combat, punishment of the guilty,
granting of pardon, and prosecution of just war.

Long depreciated in the standardworks on Burgundian art which
have often likened them tomodern cartoons, theWavrinMaster’s
miniatures have generally been seen as simply providing a humorous
commentary on the narratives which they illustrate. Building on some
of themost recent developments in research onmedievalmanuscript
illumination in historical and legal texts,my aim in this project is to offer a
completely new interpretation of the relationship between text and image
in these romances, by showing how the narratives and theminiatures that
illustrate them in fact offer a systematic engagementwithmany of the key
political and legal precepts of the age.

RosalindBrown-Grant’s
interdisciplinary
project brings a new
perspective to the study
ofmedieval French
romances by showing
how they engagewith
legal issues such as
power and justice

Visualisingpower and
justice in latemedieval
romancemanuscripts

Professor Rosalind Brown-Grant
University of Leeds
Research Fellowship

Top

Mercy being granted to the defeated
enemy. Roman de Florimont, Paris,
Bibliothèque nationale de France, ms.
fr. 12566, fol 55r. Photo reproduced
by permission of the Bibliothèque
nationale de France.

Middle

Punishment of the guilty party. Roman
de Gérard de Nevers, Brussels,
Bibliothèque Royale, ms. 9631, fol
107v. Photo reproduced by permission
of the Bibliothèque royale de Belgique.

Bottom

Judicial duel in defence of a slandered
lady. Roman de Saladin, Paris,
Bibliothèque nationale de France, ms.
fr. 12572, fol 207v. Photo reproduced
by permission of the Bibliothèque
nationale de France.
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I am immensely proud andgrateful to have been awarded aPhilip
LeverhulmePrize! I’mapalaeontologist in the School ofGeoSciences at the
University of Edinburgh, and I specialise in using fossils to better understand
howevolutionworks over long time scales andhow real organisms respond to
realmoments of climate or environmental change.Or, put anotherway, I am
one of those luckypeoplewhodigs updinosaurs for a living.

I will be usingmy prize to support fieldwork and to build the first
dedicated vertebrate palaeontology laboratory at a Scottish university. The
key questionsmy students and I will be investigating – in the field and in
the lab – over the next several years are:

First, how didmammals take over after the dinosaurs went
extinct? I am establishing a large interdisciplinary team to study the
genealogy and evolution of thosemammals that lived during the early
part of the Paleogene period, during the first c. 10million years after the
asteroid wiped outT. rex and kin.We are building the largest andmost
comprehensive genealogical dataset for thesemammals, collecting key
new fossils with colleagues in NewMexico (USA), and using numerical
techniques to date the origination of themodernmammal groups and test
hypotheses about how, and how quickly, they rose to dominance. This team
brings togethermany leading researchers from across theworld, along
with a promising group of PhD students.

Second, what was Scotland like during theAge of Dinosaurs, and
what do Scottish fossils tell us about big trends in dinosaur evolution? I
will lead a large collaborative team of students, colleagues, and Scottish
researchers to collect, conserve, and study the Jurassic-aged fossil record
of theHebrides, the only place in Scotland that preserves dinosaur bones
and footprints. Remarkably, theHebrides is one of the best places in the
entire world forMiddle Jurassic dinosaurs and other vertebrate fossils (from
c. 170million years ago). This was a timewhen the earliestmeat-eating
tyrannosaurs, the first enormous long-necked plant-eating sauropods, and
some of themost primitivemammals (and perhaps birds) were evolving,
so any new discoveries fromScotland promise to providemajor insight into
how andwhen some of themost familiar groups of dinosaurs (and other
vertebrates) got their start.

Usinghigh-level
numerical and statistical
methods, Stephen
Brusattewill lead a large
collaborative teamof
researchers to study the
Jurassic vertebrate fossil
record in theHebrides

On the trail of dinosaurs and the
mammals that replaced them

Dr Stephen Brusatte
University of Edinburgh
Philip Leverhulme Prize

Dr Brusatte collecting a Jurassic-aged
fossil skeleton on the Isle of Skye.
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Since the opening of the Guggenheimmuseum in Bilbao, the production
of geometrically complex buildings has risen exponentially in Europe and
around theworld. Themuseumworked as an engine for the economic
growth of the Basque Country by turning the city of Bilbao into a tourist
destination. Following this, architectural projects shaped by computer-
generated, non-standard geometries became very fashionable, with
both public and private clients requesting iconic buildings to generate a
similar ‘Bilbao effect’. Due to their futuristic appearance, the technical
development of these non-standard objects requires innovative
construction solutions, with different components assembled together in
bespoke building systems.

My researchproject argues that the demand for these complex objects
has resulted in a technical processwhere geographically specific information
such as the regional climate, the territorialmaterials and the skills of the
local labour force are oftendismissed.Without a reflective understanding
of suchknowledge,many of thesewould-be totemic buildings experience
technical issues andpremature failure, in some cases directly after their
opening.This research investigateswhy andhow this happens.

I have chosen as case studies two buildings opened in Rome in the
past decade: the Jubilee Church byRichardMeier and theNationalMuseum
of the 21st CenturyArts ‘MAXXI’ by ZahaHadid. These buildings attract
thousands of visitors every year; they are extensively written about and
internationally acclaimed as contemporarymasterpieces. They are already
integrated into the urban fabric of Rome andwould be expected to form
part of the city’s future heritage.

My research aims to determinewhat has caused their premature decay
andunexpected ageingpatterns by reconstructing their development process
and assessing it based on the failures experienced. In addition to performance
analysis and empirical observations, Iwill use images sourced fromsocial
media anddroneflights to assess the speed of ageing of these buildings.

The knowledge created by this researchwill turn the construction
and decay process of our future heritage into a pedagogical platform that
will both highlight issues critical to common failures of contemporary
architecture and formulate a newmethodology formonitoring the
decay pattern of its buildings.My project will reflect on the transience of
contemporary architecture from a technical perspective, engagingwith the
following question: are today’s buildings sustainable as our future heritage?

LucianoCardellicchio’s
researchwillmeasure
the transience of
contemporary
architecture froma
technical perspective,
to findoutwhatwe can
learnwhen an ambitious
building fails

Our future heritage:
conservation issues of
contemporary architecture

Dr Luciano Cardellicchio
University of Kent
Research Fellowship
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The Jubilee Church (La Chiesa del Dio
Padre Misericordioso), Rome, Richard
Meier & Partners. Image reproduced
courtesy of Vincenzo Pentangelo
(CC BY-SA 4.0).
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Migratory birdsmake journeys that cross oceans, deserts andmountain
ranges, navigatingwith exceptional skill to their breeding andwintering
areas. Our understanding of how they do this remains fairly rudimentary,
in spite of decades of research. Advances in tracking technologies have
provided detailed information onwhere andwhen the birdsmigrate.
However, finding out what birds experience on their journeys at a particular
moment in space and time and how they use this information for navigation
is still largely unknown. This is a crucial piece of themigration puzzle,
as responses tomomentary conditions could explainmigratory true
navigation, which is the ability to navigate to a specific area far away using
only local cues.

This interdisciplinary project will look at the ecological
problem of true navigation through the lens of big data analytics. The
interdisciplinarity is essential, as the idea requires both expertise in
data science and biological knowledge. For this wewill bring together
Geographic Information Science (GIScience) researchers from the
University of St Andrewswith ornithologists from theMax Planck Institute
for Ornithology (MPIO) in Germany.

Wewill investigate one of themajor cues influencing the true
navigation – the effect of the Earth’smagnetic field. Experiments have
shown thatmany bird species respond to changes in geomagnetic
field. However, these experiments typically focus on a small number of
individuals from a single species.Wewill instead take advantage of the
new trend of open data and adopt amulti-speciesmulti-data approach.
Wewill integrate tracking data frommany bird studies provided by the
MPIOwith open geomagnetic data from satellite remote sensing and
terrestrialmagnetic networks.Wewill then develop newmovement
analyticsmethods to explore if and hownavigation responses are favoured
by dynamic geomagnetic conditions.Wewill further simulate several
theoretically proposed navigational strategies using real local geomagnetic
data fromunmanned aerial vehicle surveys in St Andrews and compare
results of these simulations with patterns discovered in tracking data.

The ultimate goal is to investigate if data-driven patterns
corroborate currently debated navigation theories. This could be not
only significant formigratory bird conservation but is the first small step
towards harnessing one of birds’ non-human senses, the geomagnetic
sense, to observe the environment in away that humans cannot.

The project team consists of DrUrškaDemšar (PI) andDr Jed Long at
St Andrews and ProfessorMartinWikelski andDr Kamran Safi atMPIO.

In this cutting-edge
studyUrškaDemšarwill
use geomagnetic data to
explore howbirds
employEarth’smagnetic
field for navigation

Uncovering themechanisms of
migratory bird navigationwith
big data analytics

Dr Urška Demšar
University of St Andrews
Research Project Grant

Storks are tagged with multi-sensor
trackers prior to their intercontinental
migration. We will use tracking data
obtained from many such experiments
and link them to geomagnetic data to
identify navigation patterns.
Photo: © Ziegler, MPIO.
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The last few years havemarked a transformative time for the field of
gravitational-wave physics. A century after their prediction by Einstein
and some 50 years into the effort to detect them, gravitational waves
were at last directly detected by theAdvanced LIGO andAdvancedVirgo
observatories in theUS and in Italy, respectively, altering the landscape
of astronomy. In contrast to all other telescopes used to date which
look at the electromagnetic waves of the universe, the gravitational-wave
observatories act as ears to listen to the cosmos.

Producedby someof themost energetic events known tomankind
such as the collisions of twoblackholes or neutron stars, gravitational
waves createminuscule ripples in space–time that emanate from their
sourcesmuch like the ripples created from tossing apebble in a pond.Because
the gravitationalwaveswe canhope to detect are generated in the distant
universe andbecause space–time is such a stiffmedium, the amplitude of
thesewaves is unfathomably small by the time they reachEarth. For two
suspendedmasses separated by a fewkilometres, the passing gravitational
waveswill briefly change their separation by just one ten-thousandth the
diameter of a proton(!), thus necessitating the design and construction of
detectors that push the limits of precisionmeasurement techniques.

A tremendous project, the detection of gravitational waves
has required the collaboration of over 1,000 scientists, engineers
and technicians from around theworld. I was amongst the lucky fewwho
got to build and commission the detectors tomake themwork, spending 7
years inmy early career in residence at the observatories in theUS and in
Germany. The basic design of the detectors is that of a laser interferometer:
a powerful and invisible infrared laser shines light at a beam splitter which
sends it down two perpendicular paths to bemet by highly reflective
mirrors that send the light right back. The interference pattern of the
re-combined light contains information about howmuch themirrors have
movedwith respect to one another.

The biggest challenge is in preventing everything other than
gravitational waves from creating a signal. It’s impossible to eliminate such
‘noise’ completely, but through clever techniques in quantumoptics and
mechanical design, we can improve the sensitivity of the detectors.With
myPhilip Leverhulme Prize, I will design upgrades for current and future
detectors.With observatories that can listen even deeper into the universe,
who knowswhat wemay hear next.

KatherineDooley aims
to develop challenging
new technologies that
will increase the length
of stable observational
runs that are possible
with interferometric
gravitational-wave
detectors

Experimental gravitational-wave
physics, designing andbuilding
theworld’smost precise rulers

Dr Katherine Dooley
Cardiff University
Philip Leverhulme Prize

Opposite

Large optic inspection.
Image: LIGO Laboratory.
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Since the second half of the nineteenth century, Italians have been
migrating in large numbers.Manywent to theUnited States as well
as Brazil andArgentina. After the SecondWorldWar, Australia was a
common destination, while other European countries have consistently
attracted Italianworkers and their families for relatively brief, as well as
longer, periods of time.

Whilemost research on the subject ofmigration looks at the
relationship betweenwhere people come from andwhere theymove
to,my project explores alternative and less familiar forms of cultural
connectedness. Its focus is on four cities – Edinburgh,Hamburg, Adelaide
andNewOrleans –which have relatively small, but significant, populations
of people of Italian descent.What interestsme about places like this is
that they offer opportunities for thinking aboutmigrationwhich doesn’t
inevitably refer back to a fixed point of origin. Italy is not at the centre of
thisminor transnational culture.

The project is all about creative connections inspired by thework Sir
Eduardo Paolozzi (1924–2005). Born into an Italian family in Edinburgh, he
grew up speaking four languages, amultilingual inheritancewhich led, he
suggested, to a life-long interest in all forms of translation. He is probably
best known for his large-scale public sculptures, but his fascinationwith
thematerial processes of cultural transformation also informed his earlier
pop art, collage, print-making and textile design. The threads connecting
the project’s four cities are spun by Paolozzi and his eclectic body of work.
Growing up in Edinburgh in the 1930s, he experienced very personally
the effects of Italy’s entry into theWar.He taught in the industrial port of
Hamburg in the early 1960s, and his interest in textiles finds echoes in the
Italian communities of Adelaide. Like the other three cities, NewOrleans
has a history of anti-Italian racism. I explore this pattern of connectedness
through film, literature, tapestry, food and other forms ofmaterial
vernacular culture. Themain languages of this translingual project, in and
out of translation, are English, German and Italian.

The project’s ‘loose ends’ belong to the threads of often casual or
minor transnational attachments. I don’t attempt towrite anything like
a definitive history of Italianmigration to these four cities, but rather
draw on Paolozzi’s artistic production, hismethodology, and biography to
capture glimpses of human and culturalmovement across distant sites.

DerekDuncan’s project
looks at thework of
EduardoPaolozzi, the
Scots Italianmultimedia
artist, as amethodology
for glimpsing cultural
connections between
four cities

Loose ends:minor transnational
Italian cultures

Professor Derek Duncan
University of St Andrews
Major Research Fellowship

Russell Ian Dempster’s Paolozzi mural
in Leith, Edinburgh.
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Currently, there is amovement to revive classical techniques of painting
from life in the Realist tradition, using nineteenth-century teaching
methods. The BarcelonaAcademy of Art (BAA), established in 2013, has
become an important centre of this revival. The BAA aims to teach these
methods not as an end, but as a tool that students can use to then develop
their own artistic language and it uniquely combines rigorous training in
the traditionalmethodswith expressive drawing and painting classes.

Through a highly structured programme, the academy requires
systematic progression through the classical disciplines. Having completed
the Drawing Programme, the StudyAbroad Studentshipwill enableme to
complete the Painting Programme. I will spend themornings working on a
series of cast, still life and portrait painting exercises and the afternoons in
themodel roomworking on long-pose figure paintings. Every evening there
will also be a two-hour class in which I will focus onwhat I feel needswork,
such as pencil figure drawings, charcoal portrait sketches, oil colour studies
of the figure or ‘alla prima’ (one session) portrait paintings.

Through intense observation every day I will reach a level of
professional craftsmanship in realist oil painting. This ability to paint
accurately will helpme gain a physical likeness in portraiture, yet I am
fascinated by the psychological aspect of portrait painting and aspire to
push beyond technical accuracy and purely figurative painting in order to
attempt to convey the sitter’s personality. Ultimately, I hope to be able to
create a link of communication between sitter and viewer so that the viewer
can gain a sense of who the person is.

TheUKhas a strong and important tradition of portrait painting,
which has a timeless quality and the power to dignify and celebrate an
individual. I plan to contribute to this and to the current push to bring
the genre into the contemporaryworld by diversifying representation.
Portraits on thewalls of British institutions should reflect and celebrate
the evermore diverse range of people thatmovewithin them.Morewidely,
I would like to explore the possibilities of traditional oil painting by using
it to bring visibility to underrepresented groups of people, individuals for
whom this would be beneficial or raise awareness of important issues. I
am currentlymaking plans to volunteer in a refugee camp inGreece over
the summer break andwork on a portrait project with refugees. After the
Studentship, I hope to combine personal projects with portrait commissions
and teaching.

Gaining traditional
paintingskillsduring this
intensiveprogramme in
Barcelonawill support
EloiseGillow inpursuing
her career inportraiture

Portrait painting todayMiss Eloise Gillow
Study Abroad Studentship

Opposite

Eloise painting a cast of St. Jerome
in the sight size method.
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I first began to study the language development of deaf children in the
mid 1990swhen I secured funding from theLeverhulmeTrust to findout
how these children learned to use sign language. Someof themothers
and childrenwho tookpart in this early study stayed in touch and, as they
approached school age, I became interested in howyoungdeaf children learn
to read.When I talked to teachers, I soon realised thatmost childrenwith a
significant hearing loss found it very challenging to learn to read and spell. I
also discovered that therewas very little relevant research and so I began a
series of studies to findout howdeaf children learn to read successfully.

In recent years, the introduction of newbornhearing screening and
major advances in hearing aid technologyhavehad amajor impact onmany
deaf children’s spoken language; and I have shown that childrenwhoare
currently in primary school have language levels that are two years higher
than theywere a decade ago.However, the reading levels of deaf children
havenot improved in the sameway and so it is important that they receive
extra support to develop the skills theyneed to becomegood readers.

My research has shown that the skills important for reading English
are essentially the same for deaf and hearing children. These are good
language skills, a good knowledge of the speech sounds that occur in
English (phonological skills) and of the relationship between these sounds
and letters of the alphabet.

My Emeritus Fellowshipwill enableme to evaluate a new curriculum
for teaching young deaf children to read that builds on the research
evidence. The curriculum, Foundations for Literacy, was developed in the
United States at the Center for Literacy andDeafness at Georgia State
University and I was one of the consultants on the development team.
Foundations for Literacy has proved to be very effective for deaf children
in theUnited States and I have beenworkingwith one of the directors
of the Center, Professor AmyLederberg, to develop aUK version of the
programme in conjunctionwithmy colleague, Dr Emmanouela Terlektsi
fromBirminghamUniversity. I will be observing childrenwho are using
Foundations for Literacy and talking to the teachers to see howwell the
curriculumworks inUK classrooms.

MargaretHarris’ study
will evaluate a new
syllabus developed
specifically for
teachingprofoundly
deaf children to read

Supporting early literacy
development in deaf children

Professor Margaret Harris
Oxford Brookes University
Emeritus Fellowship

Image courtesy of Hearing First.
www.hearingfirst.org
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Aplaying cardplaced over a small tumbler full ofwater prevents thewater
running outwhen the glass is turnedupside-down.When the card is removed
in thiswell-known trick, however, the interface between thewater and air
becomesunstable, developing rapidly growingundulations as thewater falls.
This instability is knownas theRayleigh-Taylor instability (RTI).

Collapsing bubbles in a liquid, such as those generated by a spinning
ship’s propeller, for example, also exhibit RTI. In this case, the instability
occurs not from gravity’s pull but from the acceleration of the fluids toward
the bubble’s centre as it rapidly decreases in size, causing the bubble
to break up and produce powerful vapour jets that damage propellers,
turbines and pumps. The instability of the collapsing bubble is utilised in
novel ultrasonic cleaning devices and has several promisingmedical and
therapeutic applications. The sameRTI occurs in supernova explosions,
producing the filaments of the Crab nebula, for example. In ongoing
attempts to produce a clean source of carbon-neutral electricity by the
‘inertial confinement fusion’method, the RTI is amajor technological
barrier, occurring during the criticalmoments of the collapse of the
spherical hydrogen fuel pellets.

Experimental studies are crucial to understanding this important
instability. Bubbles and liquid droplets are natural testbeds to study theRTI
in such collapsing and expanding objects, providing valuable experimental
data, but the inevitable presence of gravity on Earth poses a problem:
droplets fall and gas bubbles in liquid rise, deforming them as theymove.

I andmy colleagues,Matthew Scase andNaresh Sampara, will
use a superconductingmagnet at theUniversity of Nottingham that
generates a strongmagnetic field,many times larger than can be obtained
by permanentmagnets, to levitate liquidwater drops and gas bubbles in
water.Water (as well asmuch organicmaterial) is ‘diamagnetic’,meaning
that it is weakly repelled frommagnetic fields. The diamagnetic levitation
techniquemakes use of thismagnetic repulsion to counteract the force of
gravity, effectively creating aweightless environment comparable to that
aboard the International Space Station.

By removing the influence of gravity, wewill be able to observe and
manipulate the large drops and bubbles that are ideal for studying fluid
flows in collapse and expansion phenomena. The images that wewill
obtainwill provide vital experimental data to comparewith theoretical
predictions, stimulating and opening new avenues for theoretical and
experimental research.

RichardHill andhis
teampropose to levitate
liquids in their
laboratory to study the
dynamicsofgasbubbles

Inflation and collapse of drops
andbubbles levitated by a
superconducting coil

Dr Richard Hill
University of Nottingham
Research Project Grant

Opposite

This photograph shows a large
droplet of water, several centimetres
in diameter, levitated in mid-air by the
strong magnetic field produced by
our superconducting magnet. Image:
Max Alexander/UK Space Agency/
University of Nottingham.
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Aftermany decades of becoming evermore connected, our contemporary
world seems to be showing signs of de-globalising. Across economic,
political and cultural life we see evidence of the return of an inward-looking
nationalism. Global connections, it seems, are fragile, and globalisation can
go backwards as well as forwards.

Against this background, GerardMcCann (York), Daniel Branch
(Warwick) and I think there ismuch that we can learn fromEast Africa’s
post-colonial experience. At independence, East Africa was as favourable
an environment for an embrace of globalisation as any regionmore
commonly included in the canon of global studies, such as South and
Southeast Asia or the Caribbean. But within just twenty yearsmany of the
global connections built in this periodwere broken.

In this project, we seek to understand and explain howEast Africa’s
global connections systematically broke down, opening up a set of new
and unpredictable paths forward.While others have explored the history
of global connection through a political or economic lens, wewill focus on
ideas. Crucial vehicles for global thinking in East Africa were print and
written correspondence. Theywere vehicles of connection, throughwhich
linkswere forged and connections imagined; and of disconnection, inwhich
incommensurable differencewas asserted and connections ruptured.

Wewill combine close reading of printed texts such as the Swahili-
language newspaperBaraza, published in Nairobi but read across East
Africa; literary journals and periodicals such as themagazineTransition,
founded inUganda in 1961 and readwidely across East Africa until its
editor Rajat Neogywas arrested and imprisoned byUganda’s first Prime
Minister,Milton Obote, in 1968; trade union and party pamphlets; novels
and poetrywith analysis of thewritten correspondence held in archival
repositories throughwhich a ‘commonwealth of letters’ was created.

Over the comingmonthswewill build our project team, bringing
together one doctoral researcher working onKampala’s literary and artistic
scene in the 1960s; another exploring connections between East Africa and
China and a postdoctoral researcher whowill develop a discrete project on
connection and disconnection in inland East Africa. Andwewill workwith
PhD students based in East Africa to build an exciting newweb resource –
East Africa’s Global Lives.

Writing global history fromEast Africa in this waywill, we contend,
allow us to reconceptualise established chronologies of East African history
while also unsettling conventional narratives of globalisation.

BystudyingEastAfrica’s
textual cultures,Emma
Hunter’s teaminterrogate
keyassumptionsof the
linearityofglobalisation
byexploringhowavision
ofaconnected
postcolonialworld
shattered

Anotherworld?EastAfrica and
the global 1960s

Dr Emma Hunter
University of Edinburgh
Research Project Grant

Rajat Neogy with Allen Ginsberg, Peter
Orlovsky, and UN librarian © 1968 Bill
Anderson. Courtesy of Allen Ginsberg
Collection.
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Social interactions are commonplace in animals, particularly during
reproduction: even solitary animalsmust interact with one another to
breed. Our project will determinewhether social interactions can accelerate
how quickly animal populations evolve and adapt to a new environment,
potentially enabling them to survive in a changingworld.

Our team– StuartWigby (University of Liverpool), Rob Beynon
(University of Oxford) andmyself –will focus on burying beetles, which
breed on the dead body of a small vertebrate by converting it into an edible
nest for their larvae. Small carrion is relatively rare so before they can
breed, burying beetlesmust first compete to acquire a carcass. Thewinners
of these battles become the dominant owners of the carcass. Defeatedmales
become subordinates and they sneakmatings with the dominant female.
This causes sperm competition between dominant and subordinatemales
within the female, to fertilise the ova.We have recently discovered that
males compete for fertilisations in different ways, depending on their social
status. Dominantmales somehow fertilisemore eggs, whereas subordinate
males induce the female to producemore eggs. In this way, subordinate
males can increase the number of offspring they sire andmake the best of a
bad job, even though their share of paternity remains relatively low.

The stimulation of female fecundity by subordinatemales is the
social interactionwewill focus on in this project.Wewill use cutting-edge
techniques fromproteomics to determine how subordinates achieve this:
themost likely explanation is thatmales add proteins to their ejaculate
that induce egg-making.Wewill also examine the female’s perspective: is
it in her interests to lay extra eggs? The larger the brood, the less carrion
there is for each larva, and the smaller it will be as an adult. So fecundity
stimulationmay not be beneficial for females, and theymay have evolved
counter-measures, like eating extra eggs or newly hatched larvae, to keep
brood size low, and larvalmass high. Finally, fecundity stimulationmay
pre-dispose beetles to breed successfully on larger carrion – because they
can quickly capitalise on the extra resources by producing larger broods.
Itmay also pre-dispose beetles to breed successfully on smaller carrion
– because female counter-measures can quickly trim the brood tomatch
the resources available.Wewill use experimental evolution to determine
whether this pre-existing flexibility enables beetles to rapidly evolve and
adapt their brood size when they are suddenly and consistently exposed to a
new breeding environment, namely larger or smaller carrion.

RebeccaKilner’s
project team
investigate how social
interactionswithin
families generate
biodiversity

Stimulation of female fecundity
bymales: causes and evolutionary
consequences

Professor Rebecca Kilner
University of Cambridge
Research Project Grant
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A female burying beetle (Nicrophorus
vespilloides) at her carrion nest, tending
to her larvae. Image: Tom Houslay.
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TheOuterHebridean island of SouthUist is unusual in having an
internationally acclaimed book to celebrate its people and places, and
althoughmuch additional documentarymaterial andmany studies exist
about the various islands of the OuterHebrides, nonematch the intensity or
impact ofTirA’Muhrain (Land of Bent Grass). This important publication
wasmade in 1954 by Paul Strandworkingwith his partnerHazel Strand.
Paul Strand’s humanist photography has been one of the key practices
in definingmodernist photography andTir A’Muhrain is one of its
paradigmatic works. Its (arguably)Marxist aesthetic looks at the people
and places of SouthUist in amannerwhich binds the images of people and
their labours to the land, using a narrative structure inwhich links are
made between andwithin individual images.

TodayStrand’swork is consideredexemplarywithin thisgenre, and
manyphotographershave followed thedocumentary style– repositioning
photographyasahumanistic enterpriseanddevelopingacritical discourse
within thepoliticsof representation.BasedonPaulStrand’s seminal
publication,myresearchproject is tophotograph the islandsof theHebridean
peninsulawith special regard to representing the recent settlers and ‘incomers’
thereandconsidering themwithin thecontextof thenew landscapesas
differenteconomicandsocial conditionsemerge. Iwill photograph theplaces
andpeopleof these islandsconcentratingon this contemporarydiasporawitha
viewtomakingadifferentkindofbookpublication.

Working from the Community Arts Centre in Lochmaddy, North
Uist,my intention is to ask important questions about the relationships
between people and places, bringing them into a revised critical focus
regarding belonging and identity within their contextual landscapes. The
Cultural Geographer DoreenMassey describes places as being bound up
with the histories that are told about them and theways inwhich those
histories are told; and this is one such story.

As a result ofmy research, it ismy expectation that a different
kind of storywill emerge, one that whilst being rooted in the island’s
history and traditions hasmore to dowith the changes that have occurred
within themodernworld, where themovements of people and the forces
of globalisation have inexorably eroded the traditional relationships
between people and places. I will look to ask far-ranging questions about
these relationships, contributing to the literature and culture of the
islands and bringing them into a contemporary, critical alignmentwhilst,
simultaneously, challenging the existing representational paradigmwithin
documentary photography.

JohnKippin uses
documentary
photography to asknew
questions about the
relationships between
people, places, history
and identity in the
SouthernOuterHebrides

Landscape, identity, communityProfessor John Kippin
University of Sunderland
Emeritus Fellowship

Untitled, from South Uist 2017.
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Situated in Leeds’ cultural quarter, Leeds College ofMusic is artistically
ambitious, quality driven and industry-focused, placing strong emphasis
on developing industry-relevant creativemusicians and entrepreneurs.
We offer undergraduatemusic degrees in PopularMusic, ClassicalMusic,
Jazz,Music Production,Music Business, FilmMusic, Songwriting, Folk and
Musical Theatre, alongside foundation degrees inMusic Production and
ElectronicMusic Production.

Leeds College ofMusic prides itself on being accessible to all. In
2017/18, almost 50% of students were supportedwith bursaries during
their studies, awarded to those from lower income households and
further selected based on academic andmusical ability. The Leverhulme
Scholarships will support students on our BA (Hons)Music (Jazz) and
MMus CreativeMusician degrees, allowing us tomaintain our position
as a centre for excellence, encouraging talentedmusicians to apply to the
conservatoire, irrespective of socio-economic background.

LeverhulmeArts Scholarship –BA (Hons)Music (Jazz)
Twelve exceptional students will be offered a LeverhulmeArts Scholarship
during the three-yeargrant, awardedon thebasis of excellence, thatwill cover
accommodation costs during their first year of study at the conservatoire.

Established in 1965, over the last 50 years Leeds College ofMusic has
become a centre for excellence in jazz across theUK and Europe. The first
institution to offer a jazz degree in Europe, our students benefit fromhighly
practical courses delivered by academic staff engaged in themusic industry
as professionalmusicians. There aremany performance opportunities
available for students, including the Contemporary Jazz Orchestra, SUBig
Band and our bi-monthly jazz showcases.

LeverhulmeArts Scholarship –MMusCreativeMusician
The Leverhulme Postgraduate Scholarships will support twelve individuals
with the entire cost of tuition fees for our 1-year full-timeMMus Creative
Musician programme. The course offers the opportunity for students
to develop their skills as professional-levelmusicians and collaborate
with leading composers, performers and producers. Our academic staff
encourage individuals to experiment, think critically about theirmusical
practice and help cultivate an entrepreneurialmindset.

LeedsCollege ofMusic
is the largest specialist
music conservatoire in
theUK, delivering
expertmusic education
to a community of over
1,200musicians, from
juniors through to
postgraduates

A state of the art conservatoireLeeds College of Music
Arts Scholarship

Opposite

Postgraduate pianist Joel Jefferson
performing in the 7A warehouse space,
Wakefield. © Leeds College of Music.
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Howdid Chinese appropriation of Charlie Chaplin serve the Chinese
Communist Party’s revolutionary cause at the height of socialism?Howdid
voice performance of Chinese dubbing actors reveal the Chinese public’s
shifting attitudes toward theWest?

After researching Chinese socialist cinema formany years, I have
come to realise the importance of the international dimension of Chinese
socialist cinema and culture, which has so far received inadequate
attention. Transnational exchanges of creative talents, images and cultures
are not reserved exclusively for the globalised present and do not take place
only amongmajor economic powers. Nevertheless,many existing studies of
transnational cinema implicitly share a hostility towards the nation-state
as a controller of borders and celebrate the ‘transnational flow’ driven by
market forces. Aiming to explore transnational film practices that are
driven by shared political interests and common desires instead of profit,
my book project will examine transnational film practices in China against
the backdrop of the shifting global order from 1949 to 1989.

This historical period ismarked by a series of tumultuous social
and geopolitical changes: the addition of the People’s Republic of China
(PRC) to the socialist camp in 1949; the Sino-Soviet split in 1959; China’s
growing solidarity with other ThirdWorld countries during the Cultural
Revolution (1966–1976); China’s opening up in 1978; and the disintegration
of the socialist camp in 1989.My project explores how transnational film
practices reconfigured cinema’s function as China transitioned from
state socialism tomarket socialism. Specific case studies, each of which
represents a dominant transnational practice at a particular historical
juncture, include heroic narratives at socialist film festivals in the early
1950s, re-canonisation of Charlie Chaplin amidst China’s active promotion
ofMaoist–ThirdWorldism in the 1950s and 1960s, the revival ofWestern
realist film theories inmodernising Chinese film language shortly after the
Cultural Revolution, as well as disembodied stardom of voice actors and
Sino-Japan film co-production in the 1980s.

By shedding light on the complexities of transnational film practices
in contemporary China, this project will contribute to the growing body of
revisionist socialist cultural studies that challenge parochial and dismissive
attitudes and seek to uncover a socialist cosmopolitanism that was aimed at
creating an alternative social order.

XiaoningLu examines
transnational film
practices inChina
against thebackdropof
the shiftingglobal order

Transnational practices: film
culture andpolitics inChina,
1949–1989

Dr Xiaoning Lu
SOAS, University of London
Research Fellowship

Soviet film Lenin in October gracing
the front cover of Chinese film
magazine Dianying yishu (Film Art),
no.4, 1960.
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Examining the
representation of
architecture in Italian
EarlyRenaissance
painting, Livia Lupi
discusses four fresco
cycleswith prominent
architectural settings,
exploring the interplay
of painted andbuilt
structures

Rhetorical structures:
architectural settings inEarly
Renaissance Italian painting

Dr Livia Lupi
University of Warwick
Early Career Fellowship

Opposite

Domenico di Bartolo, “Pope Celestine
Grants Autonomy to the Hospital,”
1442–1444. Pellegrinaio, Santa Maria
della Scala, Siena. Fresco. © Comune
di Siena. Photograph by Bruno Bruchi.

Themessages architectural structures convey and how they communicate
with viewers are central themes in architectural scholarship. Scholars of
fourteenth and fifteenth-century Italian architecture have approached this
issue in a number of productive ways, but little research has been dedicated
to the communicative abilities of architecture in painting, which has always
been treated very differently from architecture in drawings and prints.

No existing study probes how a unique painterly context –
devoid of structural constraints as architectural drawings are, but
unlike them intertwinedwith narrative – affects theways inwhich
architectural structures are represented and perceived. Thismeans
that our understanding of buildings in painting is limited to traditional
interpretations focusing on pictorial space that do not analyse what
architectural settings do for the image and how they engagewith the
viewer beyond the articulation of three-dimensionality.More importantly,
this gap in our knowledge prevents us fromdeveloping amore integrated
understanding of architecture in all its forms and acrossmedia, as well as
from thoroughly investigating the phenomenon of the painter-architect
in artists other thanGiotto or Orcagna and long before figures like
Michelangelo and Baldassarre Peruzzi.

My book project aims to fill this lacuna by highlighting the rhetorical
potential of architecture in painting and the deeply architectural
imagination of artists in order to shed new light on the exchanges
between built and painted architecture. I will focus on four case studies
realised between 1379 and 1450, a key period duringwhich architectural
settings started becomingmore prominent, demonstrating a growing
interest in structural and ornamental inventiveness. Drawing on early
Renaissance rhetorical culture,my project explores the persuasive abilities
of architectural structures, highlighting their agencywithin the image. I
propose that architecture in painting can shed light on how architecture
was perceivedmore broadly, highlighting the relationships between
architecture, painting and the textual arts, as well as demonstrating the
strongly architectural imagination of artists and providing new insights
into the later development of architectural practice through drawing, as
exemplified byGiuliano da Sangallo,Michelangelo and Baldassarre Peruzzi
amongmany others. I expect this will play an important role in defining
more interdisciplinary, inter-media approaches to art and architectural
history in the future, reshaping research on the representation of
architecture and its communicative value for a varied audience in
Renaissance Italy and further afield.
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MagpieDance’s
innovative training
programme is helping
peoplewith learning
disabilities overcome
barriers to accessing
degree andhigher
educationdance
courses

Promotingpathways for learning
disabled dancers

Magpie Dance
Arts Scholarship

‘Hidden Impact’ performance
(December 2018) commemorating
the lives of people with learning
disabilities during WWI.

In theUK, higher education and degree level courses accepting people with
learning disabilities are a rarity. This is no less true in the dance education
sector where talented and ambitious dancers with learning disabilities have
far fewer options than dancers without disability for developing their art
and pursuing their dreams.

AtMagpie Dance, we’veworked exclusively with people with
learning disabilities for over 30 years, andwe are determined to build
real stepping stones tomainstream courses for dancers with learning
disabilities. Our pioneering new Intensive Dance Training course is open
to 10 students per year, and runs for 30weeks andwill tackle the barriers
to progress head-on. Taking amulti-faceted and adaptive approach to
dance training, we’ll support dancers with talent and potential to attend
up to eight core sessions per week, alongside a specialist programme of
performance sessions.

As leaders in our field, wewant to demonstrate that inclusive dance
practice ismuchmore than simply being open to people with learning
disabilities. It takes an investment in the individual needs of the dancer.
Startingwith significant planning around access (from venues to transport
and adapted communication), then putting extra investment into support
(meaning high levels of professionally trained staff supporting students to
commit, develop confidence and independence) and lastly, taking a highly
flexible approach, ensuring each student has the time and tools needed to
develop at their own pace.

Thanks to LeverhulmeTrust funding, we’re thrilled to be
introducing an additional strand to the Intensive Dance Training course
designed to provide the vital access, support and time required for dancers
with learning disabilities to reach their potential. The additional strand
includes accompanied visits to leading dance companies providing access
to performances, rehearsals, workshops and classes bymainstream and
renowned companies. Students will also attendweekly learningworkshops
by industry experts such as choreographers, dramaturgs, dancers,
designers,musicians, producers and videographers, all of whomare
currently out of reach for students with learning disabilities.

Finally, weekly study sessions, using technology such as tablets,
accessible software and video, will provide dancers with the support and
time to process and develop the skills learnt in classes andworkshops
enabling them to evaluate artistic work andmake informed creative
decisions in presenting and delivering high quality work.

Paving a new pathway tomainstream courses for dancers with
learning disabilities, our course strengthens the professional dance sector,
making itmore inclusive and diverse.
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PippaMarland’s novel
projectwill carry out
thefirst comprehensive
assessment of the
representation of
farming inmodern
British naturewriting

Thepen and the plough:modern
Britishnaturewritingand the farm

Dr Pippa Marland
University of Leeds
Early Career Fellowship

While the Government’s recent policy documentAGreen Future describes
farmers as ‘the true friends of the earth’, accounts withinmodern British
naturewriting do not necessarily concur. Although there have been positive
representations of farmingwithin the genre over the past 250 years, the
relationship between nature writing and agriculture hasmore often been a
vexed and complex one. Farming has at times either been actively vilified
or completely elided from accounts of Britain’s nature, castigated for its
impacts on biodiversity or ignored bywriters seeking out ‘wild’ places
untouched by human cultivation.

There are, of course, grounds for sympathisingwith both of these
perspectives. Nevertheless, theymight also be regarded as neglecting
the broader systemic pressures on farmers and as perpetuating an under-
examined and unhelpful schism that requires urgent scrutiny. After all,
over 70%of the land area of theUK is farmed, and the future of the nation’s
biodiversity is closely tied to the kind of farming practices that will be
adopted in the coming years.

Myprojectwill explore the representation of farming in selected
British non-fictionnaturewriting, from thepublication ofGilbertWhite’s
TheNaturalHistory of Selborne in 1789 through to the years immediately
followingBrexit. I’ll be investigatinghowspecific historical contexts and
shifts in farmingpractice have influenced that representation, alongwith
looking at howchanging conceptualisations of ‘nature’ and literary tropes
of Pastoral, Georgic and the ‘wild’ have shaped the account of agriculture
within the genre.While there has been a sustained focus on these tropes in
the academic study of nature poetry, there is little research examining their
deployment in prose naturewriting, despite the impact of this increasingly
popular genre onpublic perceptions of the rural.

ForMark Pope, Chairman of the NFUEnvironment Forum,
Brexit ‘presents a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for policies that work
for farmers, the environment and consumers’. However, as the nature
writer RobertMacfarlane haswarned, ‘the British have long specialised
in a disconnect between their nature romance and their behaviour as
consumers’. Through its focus on the representation of agriculture in
British nature writing, I hope that the project will help to resolve that
‘disconnect’, offering an important genealogy for contemporary debates
around farming and the environmentwhich can only be fully understood
through tracing the history of their emergence.
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Seagulls following the plough,
photographed by Charles Topham.
Used with permission from the
Museum of English Rural Life,
University of Reading.
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BrianAttebery, Leverhulme
VisitingProfessor of Fantasy

Dr Robert Maslen
University of Glasgow
Visiting Professorship

Image courtesy of Idaho State University.

Only in recent years has fantasy emerged as a focus for serious research
at university level. For decades after Tolkien revolutionised the book
market in the 1960s, fantastic fiction tended to be tacked onto science
fiction studies as an embarrassing afterthought, an outsize relative given
towearing vintage clothes and breaking into song at every opportunity.
ThenHarry Potter burst onto the scene, Peter Jackson’s Lord of the Rings
movies took the box office by storm, and all at once it seemed irresponsible
not to pay attention to the art of the impossible.Whatwas attracting
young people in such numbers to places and beings that never existed and
never could exist?What cultural and political needs did fantasy fulfil? As
academics began to ask these questions with increasing urgency, they
found that amajor scholar had been steadily building up a theoretical
framework to help answer them, fromhis firstmonograph,The Fantastic
Tradition inAmerican Literature, to his seminal book Strategies of
Fantasy, which identified the genre as a ‘fuzzy set’ with Tolkien’s works at
the centre and a huge variety of imaginative narratives at the peripheries.
Attebery also edited the foremost journal in the field, the Journal of the
Fantastic in the Arts. Thanks in largemeasure to Attebery, fantasywas
already embedded in the academy, ready to function as a vast new lens
throughwhich to examine our past, present and future.

This year, Attebery has come as LeverhulmeVisiting Professor of
Fantasy to theUniversity of Glasgow, home of theworld’s first graduate
programme exclusively dedicated to the fantastic. He has given us five
public lectures on subjects from fairy tales to fantasy’s take on global
warming. He has taken part in discussions to found a Centre for Fantasy
here in Glasgow.He has visited, or plans to visit, six other universities,
fromDundee to Cambridge, where he is giving further lectures and
workshops. Hewill deliver the keynote address at our annual conference,
GIFCon. And he’s been talking to young researchers, preparing the ground
for the construction of a growing edifice of fantasy studies on this side of
the Atlantic, as he did at home. Attebery is a builder as well as an analyst of
imaginative worlds, and he is in the process of transforming the academic
landscape in Scotland and beyond.

Professor Attebery’s Leverhulme lectures will shortly be available
online. Keep an eye on ourwebpage, www.gla.ac.uk/schools/critical/
research/researchareasandinitiatives/fantasy for further announcements.

ProfessorBrian
Attebery is the
pre-eminent name in
thefield of fantasy
literature, andhis
unrivalled experience
andknowledgewill
benefit both staff and
students at the
University ofGlasgow
duringhisVisiting
Professorship
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WartimeShakespeare: the
fashioning of public opinion
throughperformance

Professor Sonia Massai
King’s College London
Research Project Grant

Opposite

HENRY V by Shakespeare, Adrian
Lester as Henry V at the Olivier,
National Theatre, London, UK, May
2003. © Ivan Kyncl/ArenaPAL,
www.arenapal.com

Theatre is regularly used as a site of engagementwith contemporary
politics, often becoming especially urgent and direct duringwartime. This
project examines how productions of Shakespeare have been used over the
last four hundred years in order to comment directly onwar-threatening
crises at home, such as the Exclusion Crisis (1679–1681), or onwars with
English/British involvement, including,most recently, the IraqWar
(2003–2011). I am especially interested in how these appropriations relate
to narratives of conflict, to Shakespeare’s changing cultural capital as a
figure of national and global significance, and to popular attitudes towards
war efforts – issues of increasing significance in today’s political climate.

Our research stems from a unique collaboration between the English
andWar Studies Departments at King’s College London, bringing together
specialists fromboth fields and offering a platform for the production of
new knowledge.We hope to expand and qualify a simplistic understanding
of ‘Wartime Shakespeare’ as either pro- or anti-war and of the plays and
productions as either conservative or subversive.We are particularly
interested in exploring the extent to whichwartime productions affirmor
challenge their audiences’ views on a conflict, how impact can bemeasured,
and the ability of theatre tomobilise public opinion.

Most previous studies of Shakespeareanwartime productions have
tended to concentrate on twentieth-century conflicts. This project is the
first transhistorical study into howShakespeare’s plays have been used
during conflict, and explores howwartime theatre changes across the
centuries andwithin different theatrical communities. It will make an
important contribution to understanding the relationship between the arts
and conflict, examining howShakespearean productions connect to war
reporting, wartime propaganda, and the development of critical narratives
about particular conflicts.

The interdisciplinary project team consists of: Professor Sonia
Massai (English), Professor Richard Lebow (War Studies), Dr JanWillem
Honig (War Studies) andDrAmyLidster (English).

HowhaveShakespeare’s
playsbeenused to shape
public opinionduring
periods ofwar? Sonia
Massai andher team
examine theatre
productions spanning
the seventeenth to the
twenty-first century
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Rethinking complexity in facial
communication systems

Dr Jérôme Micheletta
University of Portsmouth
Research Project Grant

Adult male crested macaques displaying
a silent bared-teeth face. Jérôme
Micheletta, Macaca Nigra Project.

Communication is a defining feature of sociality, and faces offer others
awealth of information about identity, emotion and intention. Despite
this, we know little about whatmakes facial communication complex,
and how to distinguish between species that have sophisticated facial
communication, and those that do not. Traditional approaches rely on
simplisticmethods such as counting the number of facial expressions
produced, or the number of facialmuscles. However, thesemethods do
not capture the richness of truly complex facial communication, such as
dynamicmovements, blended and graded facial expressions.Without
better techniques to assess complexity in amoremeaningful and accurate
way, our understanding of the evolution of communication is inhibited.

In this project, I will combine the Facial Action Coding System (an
anatomically based systemdesigned to break down facial expressions
into theirmost basic observable units, the contraction of individual facial
muscles) with Social NetworkAnalysis (amethod tomeasure relationships
between units in a system) to develop a novel framework to study
communication via the face: NetFACS. In this framework, facial expressions
will be conceptualised as a network of facialmuscles, interacting to produce
communication. Thismethodwill take into account the dynamic nature of
facial expressions and therefore, better reflect its complexity.

Once developed, I will use NetFACS to test the current leading
hypothesis that social complexity drives the evolution of facial
communication complexity. The idea is that individuals living in large
groups, with individualised relationships and numerous social roles, need
to negotiatemultifaceted social interactions; strategically assess and
respond to groupmembers quickly and accurately to form andmaintain
relationships. Complex social communication could provide one solution
to these problems.Macaques are the perfectmodel to test this hypothesis
as all species share similar demographic characteristics (e.g.multi-male,
multi-female groups of similar sizes) but differ in degree of social tolerance
(i.e. egalitarian vs despotic) – the ability of individuals to interact with a
large number of individuals inmany different ways –which is a key aspect
of social complexity.We expectmore tolerant species to havemore complex
facial communication.

Ultimately, this project will provide a tool to quantify the complexity
of facial expressions and invigorate a newway of thinking about
communication complexity across species.

JérômeMicheletta’s
projectwill radically
changehow facial
expressions are
defined and studied
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Double agent:HeinrichSimon’s
constitutionalmission in
neo-absolutist Prussia

Professor Stephen Parker
Cardiff University
Research Project Grant

Opposite

Simon’s hand-drawn map of the area
around Malchow in Brandenburg, from
Simon’s diary of September 1828.

Aparticular German-Mancunian linkage underpins our interest in the
German-Jewish lawyer, civil servant, politician and authorHeinrich Simon
(1805–1860), the only leader of the German 1848 revolution as yet largely
unresearched. Simon’s nephew, theManchester industrialist Henry Simon,
who endowed theHenry SimonChair of Germanwhich I held until 2018,
left the bulk of Heinrich Simon’s papers to theUniversity ofManchester.
Henry Simon also brought toManchester the Great Seal of the Frankfurt
Parliament, which the Simon family returned to theGerman people in 1991
following re-unification, for display in the Reichstag. This symbolic act
animates our project.

In theGerman lands, as elsewhere on the Continent, the 1848
revolutionswere a seminal event in the formation ofmodern Europe. 1848
promoted an agenda of national self-determination and constitutional
governmentwhich aimed to establish citizens’ rights under the rule of law,
essential properties of a civilised, democratic society. At a timewhen those
values are being challenged from a number of quarters, 1848 – its defeats
as well as its successes – remains an essential point of reference.

Like other reformist Prussian officials after 1815, Simon sought to
negotiate the contradictions of the neo-absolutist state fromwithin. A
major concernwas to redeem the pledge of a constitutionmade by Friedrich
Wilhelm III on his return to Berlin following the defeat of Napoleon.
However, the king backtracked, denying any significant sharing of power.
Many reformers heralded FriedrichWilhelm IV’s accession in 1840 as
an opportunity tomake good the pledge. However, themonarch’s feudal
attitudes exacerbated tensions.

Simon rose to the challenges of those years with remarkable
audacity.When hewas invited to review the Prussian education system in
1841, his bold vision for vocational educationwas deemed unacceptable
to established interests. His advice that the government should seek
broad public support was anathema. In 1845 Simon resigned over
legislation to curtail an independent judiciary – for him the cornerstone
of any constitutional settlement – and joined the opposition. His tract
of 1847,ToAccept or to Reject?, mobilised popular opinion against the
king’s constitutional decree. This contributed to the escalating climate
of revolt, which ushered in the revolution and Simon’s prominent role in
the Frankfurt Parliament. Following theAssembly’s dissolution, Simon
pursued his constitutionalmission fromSwiss exile.

Our project will yield a digital edition of Simon’s papers, charting all
stages of his life andwork, three articles and a first critical biography.

The revolutionary
foment of 1848 forms
the backdrop to
StephenParker and
team’s study of one
of its keyGerman
protagonists,whose
unexaminedpapers
were givenbyhis
nephewandnamesake
to theUniversity of
Manchester
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Dynamics of the innerMilkyWay
withGaia

Dr Jason Sanders
University of Cambridge
Early Career Fellowship

Satellites of the Milky Way: the motions
of globular clusters (blue) and dwarf
galaxies (purple) of the Milky Way as
measured by Gaia overlaid on Gaia’s
view of the entire sky. Image: ESA,
Jason Sanders, Fritz et al. 2018 proper
motion data.

Ourunderstandingof theMilkyWay is rapidly changing, all thanks to the
wonderful newdata fromtheGaia satellite. Launched inDecember2013,Gaia
is constantly scanning thenight sky,mappingout the structure of ourGalaxy.
Fromthese observations,Gaia tells ushow far awayeach star is (through
triangulation) andalsohow fast the stars aremoving.Not onlydowehave
a3Dmapof ourGalaxy, but amoving3Dmap!Thequantity (~10,000more
stars surveyed than its predecessor,Hipparcos) andquality (Gaia canmeasure
thegrowthof anastronaut’s hair on theMoon) are truly unprecedented.

TheGaia data gives us our best ever view of the present structure
of our Galaxy. However, the history of our Galaxy is locked up in the
stars.Whilst a starmoves round our Galaxy during its lifetime, its
internal properties remain approximately fixed, retaining thememory
of where the star was born. Coincident to the arrival of the Gaia data,
large spectroscopic surveys are delivering detailed observations of the
internal compositions ofmillions of stars.My planned researchwill use
this new data to buildmodels of the structure, history and evolution of
our Galaxy. Combining together the present view of our Galaxy from
Gaia with the historic view from the spectroscopic surveys, I will piece
together the evolution of our Galaxy.We can only conduct a detailed study
of the formation of the galaxy in theMilkyWay, so suchwork is critical to
understanding all galaxies.

There are two key goals ofmy research. The first goal is to
dynamicallymap the inner bulge of our Galaxy. This is where themajority
of the stars in our Galaxy reside andwhere the oldest stars in our Galaxy
formed. I will characterise the structure of different stellar populations in
the bulge revealing its formation process. A second goal is to use the Gaia
data with the spectroscopic surveys to produce agemaps of theMilkyWay
disc stars.With ages of stars wemeasure how theGalactic disc has formed
and evolved as well as the importance of different dynamical processes that
shape galaxies.

www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/

JasonSanders is using
ground-breaking
satellite data to
unravel themysteries
of the formation and
evolution of our
Galaxy, theMilkyWay
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Space–time and themanuscript:
4Dmodelling inmedieval book
design

Dr James Sargan
Study Abroad Studentship

Opposite

Layamon’s Brut © The British Library
Board. (Cotton Caligula A. IX, f.3).

As digital reading technologies develop,many are finding reading on a
screen less easy and less successful than reading from a book. One reason
for thismay be the loss of the book’s dimensionality: both its shape and size,
themalleability of its physical form, and also theway such a formpresents
information in time. Duringmy postdoctoral project, I will consider how
medieval bookswere designed to incorporate this temporal dimension, and
propose that themakers of vernacularmedievalmanuscripts deliberately
integratedmultiplemodes of occupying time into these artisanal products.

The preliminarywork for this project has uncovered several
temporalities at work in English vernacularmanuscripts (written after the
NormanConquest of 1066, in both French and English alongside Latin).
The first of these are textual: the temporal setting of the narrative itself,
and that of the story’s narrator, whose presencemay interject into the
tale. Secondly there are the temporalities experienced by themanuscript’s
producers and readers, who divide the text up according to their own
writing and reading schedules.My project will reveal how thesemultiple
temporalities are supported by the design of themanuscript book: through
the layout of text, its decorative features, and its binding structure.

Somemanuscripts canprovide examples. In themanuscript copy of the
EnglishRomance ofHavelok temporal shifts in thenarrative are often visually
enhancedby the introduction of coloured capitals: almost half theminor
initials fall on temporally significantwords, especially ‘hwan (when)’, ‘þanne
(then)’, and ‘after’. Similarly, in copies of Layamon’sBrut chronicle coloured
capitals andparagraphmarks introduce the reigns of differentmonarchs.
The visual significance of these cues allowed themto act as convenient
narrative entry and exit points for readers: visualmarkers bywhich scribes
and readers could organise the time they spentwithmanuscripts.

My project will be based in the ‘Old Books, NewScience’ lab at the
University of Toronto. Initially, I will be using themanuscript data I have
collected to produce a theoretical approach tomanuscript temporality.
I will then apply the digitalmodelling techniques the lab is developing
in order to consider how the temporal frames of themanuscript interact
with one another, producing a visualisation that incorporates all of these
dimensions. By combining the use of digital technologies with traditional
modes of study this project will produce a new approach to the temporal
materiality ofmanuscript books.

Combining
palaeographical
analysiswith digital
techniques, James
Sarganwill investigate
howmanuscript
design reflects and
controls the temporal
aspects of reading
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LeverhulmeCentre forWildfires,
Environment andSociety

Dr Apostolos Voulgarakis
Imperial College London
Leverhulme Research Centre

Camp Fire rages in California,
November 8, 2018. Image: Joshua
Stevens, NASA Earth Observatory.

Hugewildfires have recently caused devastation in Canada, California and
Greece, but natural fire can also have positive effects where species and
ecosystems rely on them to recycle nutrients or provide new fertile ground.

Fire has long been harnessed by humans but changing practices have
meant predicting andmanagingwildfires has becomemore challenging.
For example, large fires used to clear land for crop or farmland can displace
local populations, and ‘zero fire’ policies have led to the accumulation of
burnablematerial that result in larger-than-normal fires, which destroy
lives and property, threaten biodiversity and cultures, reduce air quality,
and emit huge amounts of carbon.

Wildfires are also driven by, and can contribute to, climate change:
awarmingworldmakes large firesmore likely, which in turn releases
large amounts of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide from burnt plant
life.Wildfires aremore andmore recognised as a central aspect of global
environmental change, but the role theymay have in shaping the Earth’s
future is poorly understood.We aim to provide a step-change in the
scientific understanding of what drives wildfires around theworld, and
what the futuremight hold for wildfires and for all the natural and human
systems influenced by them.

Wildfires have historically helped tomaintain natural ecosystems
inmany parts of theworld, but global warming and changes in land-use
mean that they are now occurring in unexpected places and at new times
of the year. The consequences are being felt in the natural world as well
as affecting people’s lives and livelihoods. To date, the study of wildfire
has fallen into the cracks between disciplines. This newCentre creates an
exciting opportunity to address the complex scientific and social issues
with a teamof world-class researchers.

Staff at the Grantham Institute, which sits at the heart of Imperial’s
work on climate change and the environment, helped connect the
multidisciplinary teamwhowill lead the newCentre, andwill be supporting
its future work. The Centre will be led byDrApostolos Voulgarakis from
Imperial College London’s Department of Physics, with collaborators
at King’s College London, University of Reading andRoyal Holloway,
University of London.

Bringing together
physical and social
scientists to help
understand the factors
that influencefire and
provide guidelines on
successful fire
management for
future generations;
this centrewill be the
first to addresswildfire
challenges froma
global perspective
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WhatHappenedNext

Adistinctive feature of theLeverhulmeTrust
is its encouragement of research that is
question-led rather thandiscipline-bound.
Herewe celebrate six of themost innovatively
interdisciplinary researchprojects enabled by
this support.All bridgeddisciplineswith very
differentworldviews and–although eachhas
its unique interdisciplinary character – all
highlight the value of followingquestions
where they lead…

Interviews byDr CarolynAllen
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ProfessorRosalieDavid

Thepharmacy of thePharaohs;
rewriting ancient historywith science
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‘I think that was
a really exciting
discovery ...most of
the treatments are
propermedicines’

Somethingdidn’t addup.TheManchesterMummyTeamhadbeen
researching thepalaeoepidemiology of schistosomiasis – adisease caused
by aparasiticworm, still endemic toEgypt today–and theyhaddiagnosed
seventypercent of the samples in the InternationalAncientEgyptianMummy
TissueBank*with the infection.Withno effective drugs, these unfortunate
folkwouldhave suffered fromanaemia, loss of appetite, urinary infection,
not tomention a loss of resistance to other diseases. ProfessorRosalieDavid,
who leads the biomedical Egyptologywork atTheUniversity ofManchester,
thought it highly unlikely that this dynamic civilisation–known for their
extensive andambitious buildingprogrammes– couldhavebeen that sickly.

Muchof our understanding of theway ancientEgyptians sawdisease
– andhow to cure it – comes from translations of twelveEgyptianmedical
papyri that date back 3,500years. The texts include prescriptions for
anything froma troublesome toenail to chronic constipation; but classical
scholars have always regarded these asmostly spells andpotions (crediting
theGreekswith discovering rational pharmacy at least a thousand years
later).Rosalie thought theremight be somemedicines amongst the
magic.Her project, ‘Pharmacy inAncient Egypt’ (2006–2009), gathered
an international teamofEgyptologists, botanists, palaeobotanists,
pharmacists, pathologists and chemists to reappraise the herbal remedies
in the papyri. Did the plants identified in the existing translations grow
–orwere they traded– inEgyptwhen the textwaswritten? If so,would
thenamed ingredientswork in theway theprescription indicated?Once
validated or revised, they found that not onlywere themajority of the plant-
based remedies therapeutically viable; half of themare still used today, albeit
often in synthetic form. “I think thatwas a really exciting discovery,”Rosalie
says “We thoughtwe’dfind apreponderance ofmagic.And there aremagical
incantations, of course, butmost of the treatments are propermedicines.”
Amongst the listed remedies,wasBalanites oil ‘to soothe burning in the
bladder’: a common symptomof schistosomiasis.Balanites aegyptiaca is
still used by traditional healers for deworming, particularly of animals.And
a recent laboratory study foundBalanites impressively effective against
schistosomiasis, suggesting that itmayprovide a sustainable alternative to
the synthetic drugused inmodern therapeutic regimens.

“People look at ancientEgyptianpharmacy very seriously now.
Our researchput it in context not onlywithGreekmedicines butwith
modernmedicines aswell,”Rosalie says.The topic is taught at university
and is the focus of an international conference: set up initially to share the
project’s results, thesemeetings continue to provide an important forum
for knowledge exchange and interdisciplinary collaboration.Theproject’s
findings highlighted thatmuchwas lost in the original translations of the
herbal remedies – scholars had often got plant nameswrong,withno science
to inform their choice – and although it’s unlikely that being anointed on
theheadwith catfishwill ever prove effective againstmigraines, a complete
retranslation of all themedical papyrimaywell uncover yetmoremethod
behind themagic.As for the incantations,who’s to say that reciting: “Flow
out fetid nose! Flowout son of fetid nose! Flowout, youwhobreak the bones,
destroy the skull, andmake ill the sevenholes of the head,” is any less
effective against the cold virus than lettingnature take its course?

* The International Ancient EgyptianMummyTissue Bankwas establishedwith
support from an earlier Research Project Grant (1996–1999). A collection of
tissue samples fromEgyptianmummies held inmuseums and other institutions
worldwide, it provides amajor resource for scientists to study early examples of
specific diseases, and to develop new epidemiologic projects.

Mummy No. 1766 in the Manchester
Museum collection (dated to the
first–second centuries CE). Amongst
the first cases diagnosed by The
Manchester Mummy Team, this woman
suffered from chronic schistosomiasis
for several years before her death.
© The Manchester Museum, The
University of Manchester.
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DrAltheaDavies

Integrating science andhistory
in the stories landscapes tell
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‘Traditionally,
environmental
history has always
been history-led…
but… if youwant to
askdifficult questions
you need to look
beyond that’

“Bleak and somewhat depressing.” Althea Davies’ first impressions of
the Scottish uplandsmatched her expectations of amarginal landscape
shaped by a harsh and unforgiving climate. But as sheworked on her PhD,
she began to see things differently. The diversity she found in the pollen
archive suggested that this land – and thosewho had farmed it – had been
seriously underestimated. “Itmademe very aware howwe can bring our
own disciplinary biases to the landscapes we study,” Althea says, “and
I foundmyself wonderingwhat past communities had thought of their
environment. Did they see it asmarginal land?”Were the changes in
farming practices she saw reflected in the palynological data, driven by
constraints or opportunities? Talking to historian and senior colleague at
theUniversity of Stirling, Dr FionaWatson, it was clear that such questions
could not be addressed by either discipline working independently.

This was the inspiration for their project, ‘Written in theHills’
(2003–2006), which used an integrated interdisciplinary approach to
unravel the factors driving ecological changes in the uplands since 1600,
such as the rise of Leadourwood, in the Central ScottishHighlands… and
its fall. This wood first appears in the pollen record on the Breadalbane
Estate around 1400, reaching itsmaximum extent between 1560 and 1630.
Then the trees are gone. Although surviving documents don’t indicate
why it was established, all woods and trees would have been owned by the
estate. Tenants were permitted to use thewood for grazing and for timber
within limits: and estate records suggest that these limits would have been
firmly enforced. The pollen archive attests to the success of this strategy,
showing that thewood thrived despite continuous grazing. At least until its
sudden demise, caused by the tenants – court records show– in a collective
act of vandalism. But whatmotivated this destruction? Estate documents
reveal a dramatic increase in cattle grazing: perhaps, to supply beef to
Cromwell’s troops garrisoned nearby. Put simply, the tenants thought that
cattle were worthmore than trees. From amortgage document dated 1707,
we can deduce that this was an astute business decision, as former tenant,
Ewen BanMcAphie, had amassed a £1,000 deposit for Leadour farm. This
was a common theme, the resarchers found. Overwhelmingly the story that
they uncoveredwas of economics, not climate, driving farmers’ decisions.
And formuch longer thanwe tend to think. Attempts to ‘improve’
agricultural profitability around the late eighteenth century, for example,
inflicted farmore significant ecological impacts than the relatively recent
sheep farming practices usually blamed for upland degradation.

The project demonstrated the benefits that an interdisciplinary
perspective can bring to understanding landscapes. It also established a
new theoretical approach to such research. “Traditionally, environmental
history has always been history-led,” Althea explains “but our project was
an effort to show that if youwant to ask difficult questions you need to look
beyond that, integrating the science and history fully.” Their so-called
‘collectivemodel’ –whichAlthea recommends to anyone embarking on
question-led interdisciplinary research – brings disparate disciplines
together from the start, developing joint objectives tomaximise the
potential synergies. Key to its success is factoring in sufficient time to find
common ground… and a degree of disciplinary humility, Althea says; but
the reward is amethodologymore powerful than the sumof its parts.

Althea is now a lecturer at theUniversity of St Andrews.
The remains of farm buildings like
this one in Assynt (NW Scotland)
give little insight into the dynamic
interactions between people and
biodiversity over the last 400 years.
Image: Alistair Hamilton.
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Dance movements that audiences
tend to like the most – big jumps
and extensive movements in space –
strongly activate the brain’s ‘motor way
of seeing’ suggesting that this brain
mechanism is involved in our aesthetic
appreciation of dance. Image courtesy
of Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music
and Dance. © James Keates.

ProfessorPatrickHaggard

Dancing in the brain
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‘It can be hard to find
a common language
between dance and
science. Science does
reduce complex
phenomena to simpler
ones, but you can reduce
and at the same time
still hugely respect’

“Dancing ismore than justmoving body parts” –Normani Kordei

PatrickHaggard says he stumbled into dance, through an unexpected
invitation to contribute to Deborah Bull’s BBCTV series,TheDancer’s
Body. But the ballet star’s enthusiasm for the science of dancewas
contagious. “It was Deborahwho said – ‘Wouldn’t it be great to do an
experiment as part of the programme? Canwe film something next week?’
– Of course, the time scale ismore like next year for scientific research.
But it gotme thinking,” he says. A professor of neuroscience, Patrick is a
leading authority on how the brain controlsmovement; but dance opened
up an extra dimension.What happens in our brainwhenwewatch other
peoplemove? And how dowe experience dance as ‘more than justmoving
body parts’? Scientists have traditionally struggled to explain why some
stimuli elicit a distinctive aesthetic response in our brain, but Patrick saw
that dance – particularly classical dance –made the subjectmore tractable.
Because dancers are so exquisitely trained, he could ask them to perform
say a grand jeté or a pas de bourrée, and he knew theywould produce the
movement exactly,making experiments easy to construct and replicate.

With two grants from the LeverhulmeTrust, and the help of
professional dancers and choreographers, Patrick and his team at
University College London carried out the first investigations into how the
brain sees dance. Their initial studies identified a specific brainmechanism
for recognising configurations of the entire human body rather than its
individual parts. It involves amotor region of the brain – the premotor
cortex –which is concernedwith planning and executing actions. This
region, they discovered, lights upmore in dancers when they are watching
amove that is in their repertoire, compared to one that is not, suggesting
they dance themove in theirmind using the same brain network they use to
dance it with their body. Perhaps not surprisingly, theUCL team also found
a link between this ‘motor way of seeing’ and our aesthetic response to
dance. The type of dancemoves that activate the premotor cortex themost
whenwewatch them are also the oneswe tend to like themost. However,
whenwe actively judge the aesthetics of a dancemovement, areas of the
brain known to be involvedwith sensory perception light up as well. And,
intriguingly, when expert dancersmake these judgments, they also recruit
the brain’smemory systems, apparently comparingwhat they are watching
to a perfect ‘template’. If this is ‘connoisseurship’ in action, then aesthetic
appreciation isn’t only amatter of taste; it can also be learnt – and taught.

These pioneering studies helped establish thefield of theneuroscience
of dance.And therewere spin-offs for dance too. Sharing thenew science
with the dance community, including at amajor symposiumheld at Sadler’s
Wells in 2006, helped encourage greatermutual understanding of its
implications for both the creators of dance and their audiences. “It canbe
hard tofind a common language betweendance and science. Science does
reduce complexphenomena to simpler ones, but you can reduce and at the
same time still hugely respect. I havenobackground in dance at all but
now I’mavery avid audiencemember. So I’ve had amuch richer experience
personally through thinking scientifically about this art form.”DrBeatriz
Calvo-Merinowhoworked onPatrick’s first project, ‘Brain processes
underlyingperformance art’ (2004–2007) is nowatCity,University of
Londonwhere she continues to collaboratewith the dance community on
neuroaesthetic perception.AndDrGuidoOrgs– research assistant on
‘Neuropsychology of choreographic patterns in aesthetic perception of dance’
(2010–2013) – recently set up anewmasters course in thePsychology of the
Arts,Neuroaesthetics andCreativity atGoldsmiths,University of London.
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ProfessorCatherineHill

Taking both sides in human–
wildlife conflict: a biosocial
approach to conservation
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Tensionswere rising inHoimaDistrict inWesternUganda.Anda tip-
off froma local colleague told a depressingly familiar tale: farmers
destroying criticalwildlife habitats for short-termprofits.As competition
for increasingly limited forest resourceswas escalating, so toowere levels
of conflict between villagers and chimpanzees. But there are two sides to
such stories: something traditionally ignored in conservation science, says
ProfessorCatherineHill ofOxfordBrookesUniversity.HerLeverhulme-
fundedfield study, ‘Human–wildlife conflict inUganda’ (2005–2008),was
designed to understand theworsening situation fromboth the chimpanzees’
and the farmers’ point of view.Doctoral studentMattMcLennan’s research
focused on the chimpanzees at Bulindi, one of the project’s study sites, and
theywere behavingpretty badly. Free-living great apes rarely engagewith
humans, preferring tomake themselves scarce, but theBulindi boys didn’t
flee.At best they stood their groundwhenMattwasnear; but they could be
aggressive too, at times acting together in a terrifyingmob.

And thehumansproved troublesome too.At ameeting to update local
farmers and forest owners onhis research,Matt foundhimself sidelined by
members of a local conservationNGO.Speaking inRunyoro, his uninvited
guests claimed to beworking closelywith him; and that he supported their
idea to attract tourists on chimpanzee-viewing adventures.Nothingwas
further from the truth.Not only did the chimps’ uncharacteristic behaviour
threaten a little toomuch ‘adventure’ but thefirstMatt knewof his supposed
collaborationwaswhen a report on themeetingwas subsequently broadcast
inEnglish on local radio.Three days later loggers began felling trees in the
chimps’ core area, fearing the ecotourismprojectwould soon result in formal
protection of the forest. “Thatwaswhenwefirst realised just howpolitical
itwas,”Catherine says: “howdifferent local interest groupswithin the
villageswere using aspects of our presence and theproject’s focus for their
ownpersonal andpoliticalmaneuverings.”The incident also highlighted the
need to understand thehuman inhuman–wildlife interactions.Although
originally trained as a biologist, Catherine hadbecome increasingly aware of
the limitations of a uniquely natural science approachwhenpeople are part of
the problem.Trying to understand the issues facing thehumanswho share
landscapeswithwildlife, she’d foundquantitativemethods far fromhelpful,
shifting to an approach that some anthropologists refer to as ‘deephanging
out’. “It’s basically just talking and listening.Anawful lot of listening and a
bit of talking,” she explains.And listening to the villagers inHoimaDistrict,
itwas clear that – although they understood the importance of conserving
the forest – they felt theyhadno choice but to cut it down.Without the
income this provided, they could not pay for their children’s education: an
essential investment in thehousehold’s future.

After completinghis PhD,Matt returned to study the beleaguered
chimpanzees – enabled by aLeverhulmeEarlyCareer Fellowship
(2013–2016) – and in 2015, he established a local project to try to turn the
increasingly bleak situation around.The approach is simple: addressing
themaindriver of deforestation by sponsoring schoolchildren,while
participatinghouseholds agree to plant rather than cut down trees.And
it’sworking: since the project’s inception the chimpanzee community is
recovering and thenatural forest is beginning to regenerate. Encouragingly,
over the last decade, Catherine has seen the conservation communitymove
towards such ‘biosocial’ approaches and in its interdisciplinary global
task force – established in 2016 to address the problemof human–wildlife
conflict – she is one of four social scientists: “Scientists andpractitioners are
recognising that the humandimension ismore than just an inconvenience…
tobe sustainable,wildlife conservationmustwork for humans too.”

‘… the human
dimension is
more than just an
inconvenience…
to be sustainable,
wildlife conservation
must work for
humans too’

Chimpanzees in Bulindi cross village
paths and busy main roads every day.
As part of the Bulindi Chimpanzee
and Community Project, Chimpanzee
Monitors explain how to avoid conflict
by waiting calmly, allowing the chimps
to cross in peace. Image credit: Bulindi
Chimpanzee and Community Project.
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A textual correction introduced to the
sixth-centuryGospels of St Augustine
(CCCCMS 286, f. 235v). The text as
originally written reads ‘Bonus pastor
animam suam ponit pro ovibus suis’
(the good shepherd places his life before
his sheep) and has been corrected to
‘Bonus pastor animam suam dat pro
ovibus suis’ (the good shepherd gives
his life for his sheep). Image courtesy of
the Master and Fellows, CorpusChristi
College, Cambridge, with thanks to
Alex Devine and Anne McLaughlin
for interpretation.

ProfessorChrisHowe

From texts to textiles; taking
genetic analysis beyond the gene
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‘We just provide a tool
that can answer some
questions very quickly:
it needs traditional
scholarship to…know
what questions to ask’

Itwas a chancemeetingover a collegedinner.ProfessorChrisHowe, aplant
biochemist at theUniversity ofCambridge, foundhimself sittingnext to a
textual scholar.Their research couldn’t bemoredifferent, or so it seemed,
until theydiscussedwhat studying literary texts actually entailed.Textual
scholars oftenhavenumerous– sometimeshundreds–of versionsof the
manuscript they study: thedifferences aredue to changes introducedby
scribes (accidentally ordeliberately) as they reproduced the text.Todetermine
whocopiedwhom, scholars analyse thepatternof these ‘mistakes’, allowing
themtoproduceakindof family tree.But, this involves close comparisonof
manuscript texts: aparticularly labour-intensive activity that becomesever
moreunwieldy, the longer the texts, and thegreater thenumber to compare.
Chris sawstrikingparallels to theworkhe’dbeendoing that afternoon:
analysingpatternsofmistakes inDNAsequencedata (introducedby
enzymesas they copied thegenetic information) to identify the evolutionary
relationshipsbetweenplant species.He’dhavebeenawfully late fordinner,
without thephylogenetic computerprogrammes that revolutionised this task.
Could suchmethods crunch through literarydata too?

As it happened, another textual scholar, Dr Peter Robinson at
DeMontfort University, was alreadyworking to develop such tools.
Using Peter’s data and textual expertise, andworkingwith colleagueDr
Adrian Barbrook, the group successfully adapted the latest phylogenetic
methods to analyse volumes of text that would challenge traditional
textual approaches. Then, with support from the LeverhulmeTrust,
postdoctoral biologist, DrMatthew Spencer joined them towork on their
‘slightly outrageous’ project STEMMA (2000–2003). And he did that
superbly well, Chris says: the team’s reconstructions of the transmission
of texts –whether fromChaucer or theNewTestament – proved very
similar to those produced by conventional scholarship; but in a fraction
of the time. However, it also became clear that the copying process was
more complicated than Chris had at first envisaged. For example, scribes
sometimes usedmore than one variant of an ancestral form of a text to
make their own – nowhybrid – version. Again, Chris saw clear analogues
in evolutionary biology andwith a second Leverhulme-funded grant,
TEXTNET (2003–2006), researcher DrHeatherWindram refined the
methodology by applyingmore sophisticated phylogenetic programmes
designed to pick up such ‘contamination’.

Many textual scholarswere sceptical: a computer could benomatch
for a trained expert.As a challenge, one of Peter’s colleagues gave himsome
of her data fromDante’sMonarchia. Kept in the dark aboutwhat shewas (or
wasnot) expected tofind–or even the identity of either colleague or text –
Heather nevertheless quickly identified one of themanuscripts as a hybrid,
evenpinpointingwhere the scribe hadmoved fromone version to another.
Today, increasingnumbers of textual scholars are embracingphylogenetic
methods, andChris andHeather contribute to regular international
workshops that bring this community together. Still, not everyone is a fan,
Chris admits: “Some see it as arrogant scientists telling textual scholars
what’swhat. But it’s a teameffort.We just provide a tool that can answer
somequestions very quickly: it needs traditional scholarship to provide the
data, knowwhat questions to ask, and interpret the answers.” In principle,
the approach canbe applied to anything that evolves in a similarway. Chris
andHeather have beenworking onmusicalmanuscripts, and it’s beenused
by anthropologists and archaeologists studying anything from folk tales
to textiles. In 2011, they coined the term, phylomemetics, for this rapidly
expanding, increasingly interdisciplinaryfield.
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ProfessorChrisReed

Learninghowweargue across
disciplinary divides
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‘Whatmediators do is
nothing short ofmagic
...We knew if we could
make any progress here,
it would have significant
impact on the field’

“The divisions of the universe are not the same as the divisions of the
university”: it’s a quote fromWillardVanOrmanQuine and for fellow
philosopher, Professor Chris Reed, “nowhere is thatmore true than the
study of human reasoning.”Understanding howwe reason requires not
only theories andmethods fromphilosophy, linguistics, psychology,
mathematics, computer science and artificial intelligence (AI), but also
an academic grasp of the human domains where that reasoning is taking
place: from courtrooms to boardrooms, the political to the personal. So
it’s inevitable that Chris and his team at theUniversity of Dundee find
themselves working across the natural sciences, through to the humanities
and the social sciences, to develop theories of how humans argue and
express their reasoning: theories that can teachmachines to argue too.

Since Aristotle, philosophers have taught that arguments formed by
logical deduction are the ‘gold standard’. But we rarely use such textbook
reasoning. And in the real world it doesn’t work verywell. On the other
hand, whenwe usemore complex,messy arguments – traditionally called
fallacies –we often come to perfectly reasonable conclusions. In his first
Leverhulme-funded project, ‘Argumentation schemes in natural and
artificial communication’ (2002–2004), Chris workedwith Canadian
philosopher, DougWalton, to establish the first dataset of these non-
deductive reasoning patterns. Although quite small – only about 500
arguments – it was an impressive start. “Back then, to be perfectly honest,
weweremaking it up aswewent along. Picking data fromhere and there,”
Chris remembers. “The problemwaswe had nothing to compare to because
– surprisingly – no one had ever even attempted it before.” The project
sparked interest worldwide, with at least forty other labs taking up the
challenge:many sending staff to Dundee for training. The teamhas since
identified a reliable source of outstanding debate. Youmight hope they’d
found it in parliament but – as Chris (rather diplomatically) says – “there
are other things going on there than just high quality argument”. Instead,
they turned to debates on BBCRadio 4’sMoralMaze programme, collecting
thousands of claims and counterclaims in datasets that provide rich
pickings for later analysis.

In his next Leverhulme-funded project, ‘Dreams: Dialogue-based
Exploration of Argument andMediation Space’ (2013–2016), Chris took on
what he describes as “themost difficult kind of argument you can imagine”.
“Whatmediators do is nothing short ofmagic,” he explains. “Somehow,
they take people who fundamentally deeply disagree – and deeply care
about the outcome –more often than notmoving them to agreement. It’s
very, very clever.We knew if we couldmake any progress here, it would
have significant impact on the field.” They did ... and it already has. One
of themore serendipitous returns came from studying howmediators
takewhat one participant said and tweak it tomake itmore palatable to
the other. Part of this behaviour is reframing, or essentially ‘reporting’
previous arguments back, and the theory they developed to understand
howmediators do this underpins the ‘Evidence Toolkit’: Dundee’s
pioneering argumentmining technologywhich helps users to dissect news
articles, teasing out what’s ‘fake’ andwhat’s not. Rolled out to thousands of
schools across theUK in 2018, it’s part of a BBC initiative to improvemedia
literacy. And it is in this sphere – helping humanswith critical thinking
– that Chris sees themost potential for AI: “It’s really not about replacing
human arguers. That’s so far beyond the state of the art it’s not worth
considering. But AI that chips in to help humans reason better? That could
really change the universe.”

The intervention strategies used in
successful mediation underpin new
argumentation technology designed
to support critical thinking. In the
longer term, this research could provide
software tools to support mediators
allowing them to be more effective
and efficient in their efforts to resolve
conflict. Image: Argument Engines
© Morgan Ray Schweitzer 2017.
www.morganrayschweitzer.com
Instagram: @morganthrillz
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GrantsAwarded in 2018

Find listings for all grantsmadeby theTrust
during 2018.Details are given for each of the
funding schemes across Sciences,Humanities
andSocial Sciences
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Leverhulme Centre for
Wildfires, Environment
and Society
Dr Apostolos Voulgarakis
Imperial College London

Leverhulme Centre for
Demographic Science (LCDS)
Professor MelindaMills
University of Oxford

Leverhulme Centre for
Anthropocene Biodiversity
Professor Chris Thomas
University of York

Sciences

Professor Dave Adams
University of Glasgow
Gel-based photoelectrodes
for clean fuels
£174,952

Professor Simon Aldridge
University of Oxford
Turning aluminium
chemistry on its head:
aluminyl nucleophiles
£277,661

Dr Alessio Alexiadis
University of Birmingham
Martian geopolymers: from
buildingmaterials to water-
recyclingmembranes
£76,450

Dr Andrew Armour
University of Nottingham
Circuit quantum
electrodynamics through
the looking glass
£155,870

Professor Emilio Artacho
University of Cambridge
The non-equilibrium
electronic steady state for
nuclei shooting through solids
£185,069

DrMaria Arantzazu
Barrios Lafuente
University College London
The influence of sex on
learned odour preferences
£191,813

Dr Cedric Beaume
University of Leeds
Melt fracture: a finite
amplitude instability
£149,625

Dr James Bendle
University of Birmingham
Unlocking the toolbox of
soil bacterial biomarkers
£283,946

DrMartin Birkett
Northumbria University
Super hard biocompatible
coatings of beta Ti₃Au
£224,630

Dr Anthony Bishopp
University of Nottingham
To root or not to root: an
investigation into structural
reduction in duckweeds
£172,041

Dr Bela Bode
University of St Andrews
Understanding sensitivity
gains in pulse EPR on
multimeric membrane
proteins
£131,468

Professor Christopher Bowen
University of Bath
Pyroelectric water splitting
and water treatment using
ferroelectric materials
£124,367

Professor Ross Boyle
University of Hull
Photo-activated surface
coatings to combat bacterial
contamination
£249,057

Professor Lee Brammer
University of Glasgow
Stellatedmolecular clusters:
porous materials by designed
packing inefficiency
£174,952

Professor Fernando Bresme
Imperial College London
Active nano-heaters: new
approaches to rectify
hyperthermia
£219,111

Dr Heidi Burdett
Heriot-Watt University
Elucidating the light
harvesting strategy of the
deepest livingmarine algae
£244,049

Leverhulme Research Centres

Institutions received up to £10,000,000 over ten years.

Research Project Grants
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Professor Glenn Burley
University of Strathclyde
Macromolecular construction
of DNA networks directed by
the fluorous effect
£334,937

Professor Tracey Chapman
University of East Anglia
MicroRNAs as agents of sexual
conflict and cooperation
£198,124

Dr Ewan Clark
University of Kent
Phosphenium cations:
phospha-Friedel-Crafts
intermediates for modern
synthesis
£85,346

Professor Simon J Clarke
University of Oxford
Chemical tuning of
topological materials
£86,140

DrMarco Conte
University of Sheffield
Valorisation of recycled glass:
fromwaste to a catalytic
resource
£181,438

Dr Kokou Dadzie
Heriot-Watt University
New continuum paradigm
for fluid flows inmicro- and
nano-scale structures
£255,418

Dr Johnathan Dalzell
Queen’s University Belfast
Understanding themolecular
basisofaggressioninnematodes
£195,819

Professor Anuj Dawar
University of Cambridge
Logical fractals
£198,918

Dr Urška Demšar
University of St Andrews
Uncovering the mechanisms
of migratory bird navigation
with big data analytics
£247,672

Dr Antony Dodd
University of Bristol
The adaptive significance
of circadian gating
£210,195

Professor Maurice Elphick
Queen Mary,
University of London
Stomach turning: neural
mechanisms of extra-oral
feeding
£213,916

Professor Neil Wyn Evans
University of Cambridge
Darkmatter astrophysics
with the Gaia satellite
£150,285

Professor Susan Evans
University College London
The early history and
evolution of salamanders
£334,236

Dr Tijmen Euser
University of Cambridge
Optofluidic microreactors for
advanced photocatalysis
£249,555

Professor Michael Farber
Queen Mary,
University of London
Probabilistic and
deterministic topology
£257,621

Dr João Faria Martins
University of Leeds
Emergent physics from lattice
models of higher gauge theory
£110,665

DrMarc Fivaz
University of Greenwich
Bioelectric signalling in stem
cell models of human cortical
development
£242,024

DrWilliam Fletcher
University of Manchester
Holocene glacier dynamics
and environmental change
in the High Atlas, Morocco
£293,357

Professor Tom Freeman
Cardiff University
Active audiovisual
perception: listening and
looking while moving
£239,204

DrMatthew Fuchter
Imperial College London
Absolute symmetric synthesis
using spin polarised
electronchemistry
£371,863

DrMatteo Fumagalli
Imperial College London
A deep learning approach to
quantify natural selection in
Latin Americans
£179,899

Professor Beverley Glover
University of Cambridge
TTG1, amultifunctional
plant protein, has a novel
role in circadian regulation
£186,662

Professor David Glover
University of Cambridge
The necessity of centrosomes
andmechanism for centriole
loss during invertebrate
oogenesis
£214,676

Professor David Grainger
University of Birmingham
Prokaryotic transcription:
a new direction?
£170,739

Dr John Griffin
Lancaster University
Development of solid-state
solar thermal fuels
£149,748

Professor Gregory Gutin
Royal Holloway,
University of London
Analysing security-aware
workflows
£209,740

Dr Lydia Hallis
University of Glasgow
Martian fluid compositions:
the habitability of two
ancient environments
£76,243

DrMick Hanley
University of Plymouth
Geographical patterns
in seedling defence and
herbivore interactions
£171,046

Professor Kevin Graham
Hardwick
University of Edinburgh
Quantitating and
manipulating aneuploidy in
Cryptococcus neoformans
£172,113

Dr Jill Harrison
University of Bristol
The innovation of branching
in plants
£192,806

Professor Miles R C
Hewstone
University of Oxford
Antagonistic secondary
transfer effects of intergroup
contact
£149,826

Professor Atsushi Higuchi
University of York
Euclidean and in-in
formalisms in static
spacetimes with Killing
horizons
£133,096

Dr Richard Hill
University of Nottingham
Inflation and collapse of
drops and bubbles levitated
by a superconducting coil
£218,699

Dr Paul Hodgkinson
Durham University
Making sense of disorder
inmolecular solids
£280,620
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Professor Michael
Holdsworth
University of Nottingham
Discovering the molecular
mechanism of plant
adaptation to altitude
£172,132

Professor Neil Hunt
University of York
Sharpening the ‘[NiFe]’:
revealing the secrets of
biological H₂ conversion
£207,750

Professor Gáspár Jékely
University of Exeter
Reconstruction of the
pre-bilaterian ancestry of
neuropeptide signalling
£441,196

Dr Kim Jelfs
Imperial College London
Computational prediction
of large organic polyhedra
£110,524

Professor Joseph Keddie
University of Surrey
BioCoatings: painting
bacteria on surfaces for
sustainable processes
£229,774

Dr Stefan Kepinski
University of Leeds
Towards the formulation
of a general theory of root
gravitropism
£320,387

Professor Rebecca Kilner
University of Cambridge
Stimulation of female
fecundity by males:
causes and evolutionary
consequences
£281,958

Professor Peter Knowles
Cardiff University
Reaction orbitals: a new
paradigm for chemical
reactionmechanisms
£100,858

Dr Igor Krasovsky
Imperial College London
Gaps in the spectrum of
random and quasiperiodic
matrices
£251,761

Dr Jessica Kwok
University of Leeds
Biopolymer physics defines
perineuronal net morphology
and synapse formation
£298,273

Dr Eli Lazarus
University of Southampton
Unnatural dynamics of flood
deposits in built environments
£281,028

Professor Martin Lee
University of Glasgow
Were hypervelocity impact
structures cradles of life?
£187,509

Professor Graham J Leggett
University of Sheffield
Synthetic biological control
of quantum optics
£354,796

Professor Tim Lenton
University of Exeter
Quantifying the changing
resilience of the climate
system and ecosystems
£276,340

Professor Igor Lesanovsky
University of Nottingham
Open quantum cellular
automata
£193,920

Professor Philip Lightfoot
University of St Andrews
A new family of layered
perovskite materials with
diverse functionality
£118,374

Dr DerekMacMillan
University College London
A combined activation/
tethering strategy to lariat
peptides
£185,286

Dr PatrickMahoney
University of Kent
Biorhythm of childhood
growth
£294,391

Professor JohnMaltby
University of Leicester
Resilience in science,
technology, engineering, and
mathematics learning
£147,717

Professor Sanjay Manohar
University of Oxford
Predicting neural activity
during workingmemory and
attention
£102,941

Professor AnnaMarmodoro
Durham University
Part–whole relations
within the fundamental
potentialities in nature
£297,361

Professor Alfonso
Martinez Arias
University of Cambridge
An in vitro study of
mechanochemical signalling
duringmammalian
gastrulation
£293,278

Dr ArmandoMartino
University of Southampton
The Lipschitz metric and
the conjugacy problem for
automorphisms of free groups
£190,455

Professor StephenMatthews
Imperial College London
Inspiration for a new
phosphatidic acid imaging
probe fromApicomplexans
£199,438

Professor SvenMattys
University of York
Cognitive listening: speech
perception in noise within a
cognitive framework
£267,823

Professor Angelos
Michaelides
University College London
New paradigms in catalyst
design: efficient CH₄
conversion by single atom
alloys
£183,167

Dr EmadMoeendarbary
University College London
Themechanobiology of ageing
neurons,memory formation
and cognitive resilience
£280,982

Dr Nicola Morley
University of Sheffield
High entropy alloy thin films:
the next big thing in soft
magnetic materials?
£207,952

Professor Otto Muskens
University of Southampton
Extraordinary nonlinearities
of light in complex systems
£319,291

Professor Anatoly Neishtadt
Loughborough University
Adiabatic invariance in two-
frequency dynamical systems
with separatrix crossing
£141,243

Professor AdamNelson
University of Leeds
Phenotype-directed
emergence of unnatural
products
£319,815

Dr David Nelson
University of Strathclyde
Defining, quantifying, and
understanding selectivity
paradigms in iridium-
catalysed C–H activation
reaction
£177,327

Dr Darren Obbard
University of Edinburgh
A laboratory model for
antiviral immunity in
molluscs
£201,732
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Dr Emanuele Paci
University of Leeds
Rational design of dynamic
molecules for enhanced
multivalent binding
£248,699

Professor Mauro Paternostro
Queen’s University Belfast
Ultracold quantum thermo-
machine
£346,426

Dr Alessandro Patti
University of Manchester
Macromolecular diffusion in
crowded colloidal suspensions
£231,771

Dr Robert Phipps
University of Cambridge
Catalytic enantioselective
radical chemistry
£114,468

Professor Martin Pickering
University of Edinburgh
Prediction during
comprehension: do people
predict from their own
perspective?
£131,322

Professor Oleg Pikhurko
University of Warwick
Measurable combinatorics
£279,935

DrMarco Polin
University of Warwick
Unravelling phototaxis–
photosynthesis connections
in amodel microalga
£294,096

Dr Steve Portugal
Royal Holloway,
University of London
Spots, stars or stripes? The
evolution of eggshell surface
topography
£113,799

Dr Filippo Prischi
University of Essex
Flipping the switch;
regulating protein synthesis
in response to stress
£238,348

Dr Christopher Richards
University of East Anglia
Stereochemical evolution
for catalyst discovery
£117,456

Dr Stylianos Rigopoulos
Imperial College London
Towards a theory for
population balance in
turbulent flow
£154,166

DrMaxie Magdalena
Roessler
Queen Mary,
University of London
Film-electrochemical EPR:
a newmethod to investigate
redox-based catalysis
£274,302

Dr James Rosindell
Imperial College London
Predicting global biodiversity
withmechanistic simulation
models
£261,180

Dr Katherine Roucoux
University of St Andrews
Valuing intact
tropical peatlands: an
interdisciplinary challenge
£398,932

Professor Alexander Ruban
Queen Mary,
University of London
The role of the minor light
harvesting antenna in
photoprotection
£212,606

Dr Ben Russell
University of Edinburgh
Earthen empire: earth and
turf building in the Roman
North-West
£492,048

Dr Christian Saemann
Heriot-Watt University
Themathematics of
M5-branes
£223,795

Dr Abhishek Saha
Queen Mary,
University of London
New investigations in
automorphic forms: analytic
and arithmetic interfaces
£293,685

Dr Paul Saines
University of Kent
Low dimensional order in
magnetic metal–organic
frameworks and their
analogues
£219,792

Dr Karuna Sampath
University of Warwick
Understanding the basis
of sex bias
£282,992

Professor Guido Sanguinetti
University of Edinburgh
Stochastic reactions in
crowded cells: theories,
inference and implications
£167,924

Professor Erin Saupe
University of Oxford
Constraining the frequency
and tempo of niche evolution
on long time scale
£160,781

Dr Andreas Schmitt
University of Southampton
Dense nuclear and quark
matter in neutron stars from
holography
£92,587

Dr Carola-Bibiane Schönlieb
University of Cambridge
Unveiling the invisible:
mathematics for conservation
in arts and humanities
£297,184

Professor Mark Sephton
Imperial College London
What lies beneath? Using
plume chemistry to reveal the
nature of solar system bodies
£198,457

Dr Alexey Sergeev
University of Liverpool
Arene functionalisations
throughmetal-mediated
scission of aromatic rings
£121,770

Professor Neal Skipper
University College London
Uncovering hidden phases
of metal–amine solutions:
glasses to superconductors
£191,579

Dr Valeriy Slastikov
University of Bristol
Nonlocality and topological
structures in magnetic
materials
£224,806

Professor Chris Soulsby
University of Aberdeen
Isotopes in ecohydrological
models to manage land-use
change impacts (ISO-LAND)
£336,540

Professor Peter Swain
University of Edinburgh
Quantifying andmodelling
cellular decisionmaking at
the single-cell level
£200,264

Professor Nicholas Talbot
The Sainsbury Laboratory
Determining the molecular
basis of the lichen symbiosis
£270,556

Professor Maximilian Telford
University College London
Deep homology of spiral
cleavage in lophotrochozoan
embryology
£189,684
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Dr Colin Torney
University of Glasgow
Multiscale inference for
understanding collective
animal movement
£242,278

Dr Amaury Triaud
University of Birmingham
Empirical evidence and
theoretical investigations on
circumbinary planets
£378,244

Professor Sergei Turitsyn
Aston University
Riemann–Hilbert problem
and geometrical approach in
optical communications
£419,311

Dr Pedro Vale
University of Edinburgh
Mitochondrial genetic effects
on innate immunity in
Drosophila
£276,776

DrMario Vallejo-Marin
University of Stirling
Buzz pollination: integrating
bee behaviour and floral
evolution
£368,635

Professor Jasper van Thor
Imperial College London
Molecular movies: accessing
electronic dynamics of
photosynthesis
£316,223

Professor RichardWalker
University of Oxford
Neotectonics, earthquakes,
palaeoseismology and
tsunamis in the Eastern
Mediterranean
£214,933

Professor RichardWalker
University of Oxford
The earthquake ruptures
of Iran and Central Asia
£359,347

Dr SamWass
University of East London
New insights into how the
infant brain subserves
dynamic social interactions
£327,093

Dr AllanWatson
University of St Andrews
Must reductive elimination
be the product-determining
event?
£144,421

Dr EdzeWestra
University of Exeter
Sexual selection: studying the
evolution of female choosiness
in bacteria
£273,749

Professor PhilipWoodman
University of Manchester
Environmental control of
membrane expansion: from
yeast to nervous systems
£207,635

Professor SimonWoodward
University of Nottingham
Viable cycloacenes via a
designed approach
£138,264

Professor KlaasWynne
University of Glasgow
Delocalised phonon-like
modes in organic and bio-
molecules
£341,450

Professor Martin Richard
Yeomans
University of Sussex
Why some foods smell sweet:
the neural basis of odour–
taste associations
£371,770

Dr Yulia Yuzenkova
Newcastle University
Non-canonical capping ofRNA
inbacteria andmitochondria
£277,059

Professor Magdalena
Zernicka-Goetz
University of Cambridge
The timingmechanism of the
early mammalian embryo
£182,177
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Humanities

Dr Patti Adank
University College London
Mechanisms governing
imitation of speech
£177,789

Dr Theodora Alexopoulou
University of Cambridge
Linguistic typology and
learnability in second
language
£134,664

Dr Richard Breheny
University College London
Alternatives in the
foundations of a theory
of implicit meaning
£185,016

Professor Jagjit Chadha
National Institute of Economic
and Social Research
Sticky prices and interwar
economic fluctuations
£104,409

Ms Isobel Clouter
British Library
True echoes: reconnecting
cultures with recordings from
the beginning of sound
£448,900

Dr Chantal Conneller
Newcastle University
Unmaskingmasks:
rethinking concepts of
personhood in Europe
40,000–4,000 BCE
£108,685

Dr Jacob Copeman
University of Edinburgh
Gurus, anti-gurus, and
media in north India
£259,256

Dr Ian Cunnings
University of Reading
Similarity-based interference
in native and non-native
sentence comprehension
£201,984

Dr Aidan Feeney
Queen’s University Belfast
The nature and function
of relief
£221,978

Professor Ralph Fyfe
University of Plymouth
Long term biodiversity and
human land-use change
£263,127

Dr Hajnalka Herold
University of Exeter
Glass networks: tracing
early medieval long-distance
trade, c. 800–1000 CE
£85,056

Professor Julia Hillner
University of Sheffield
Women, conflict and peace:
gendered networks in early
medieval narratives
£166,025

Dr EmmaHunter
University of Edinburgh
Another world? East Africa
and the global 1960s
£371,177

Dr Helen Jacobsen
TheWallace Collection
Royal French furniture:
Jean-Henri Riesener and
his legacy
£75,992

Professor Colin Kidd
University of St Andrews
After the Enlightenment:
Scottish intellectual life,
1790–1843
£470,556

Professor Clark Lawlor
Northumbria University
Writing doctors:
representation andmedical
personality, c. 1660–1832
£295,430

Dr John Lowe
University of Oxford
Uncovering Sanskrit syntax
£338,094

Professor Jessica Malay
University of Huddersfield
Autobiographical acts
in seventeenth-century
England, Scotland,Wales
and New England
£335,595

Professor ChloëMarshall
University College London
Breaking into sign language:
the role of input and
individual differences
£383,007

Professor AndrewMason
University of Warwick
Appearance, discrimination
and disadvantage
£200,002

Professor Sonia Massai
King’s College London
Wartime Shakespeare: the
fashioning of public opinion
through performance
£180,437

Dr JérômeMicheletta
University of Portsmouth
Rethinking complexity in
facial communication systems
£304,714

Professor Andrew Nevins
University College London
Agreement mismatches in
experimental syntax: from
Slavic to Bantu
£328,018

DrMichael Niblett
University of Warwick
World literature and
commodity frontiers: the
ecology of the ‘long’ twentieth
century
£278,994

Professor Stephen Parker
Cardiff University
Double agent: Heinrich
Simon’s constitutionalmission
in neoabsolutist Prussia
£354,525

Professor Ad Putter
University of Bristol
The literary heritage of
Anglo–Dutch relations,
c. 1050–1550
£363,449

Professor David Saad
Aston University
The futility of being selfish
£190,876

Dr Alexandra Sapoznik
King’s College London
Bees in the medieval world:
economic, environmental
and cultural perspectives
£387,679

Dr James Smith
Durham University
The PoliticalWarfare
Executive, covert
propaganda and British
culture
£328,378

Professor Robbie Sutton
University of Kent
Moral memory bias about the
sentience of animals
£192,118

Dr StephanieWynne-Jones
University of York
Urban ecology and
transitions in the Zanzibar
Archipelago
£318,344

Social Sciences

Dr Paolo Campana
University of Cambridge
Organised crime and
illegal governance in local
communities in Britain
£119,604

Dr Glenys Caswell
University of Nottingham
Exploring the social
management of lone deaths
£108,609
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Professor Sarah Louise
Holloway
Loughborough University
Tutored childhoods:
parenting cultures, youth
transitions and social
mobility
£194,312

Dr Andrew Robert Holmes
Queen’s University Belfast
Fundamentalism as an
Ulster phenomenon? Popular
Protestantism, 1859–1939
£95,082

Dr Kelly Kollman
University of Glasgow
Responsible lobbyists?
Corporate social responsibility
and public policy
£108,609

Dr Rebecca Larkin
Nottingham Trent University
Orthographic awareness and
spelling strategies in children
with SLI
£118,155

Dr CovadongaMeseguer
London School of Economics
and Political Science
Agents of change?
Emigrants and the state
in contemporaryMexico
£187,788

Dr Lauge Poulsen
University College London
Left behind: protecting
British capital abroad,
1945–1989
£154,725

Professor John Turner
Queen’s University Belfast
The rise of corporate titans:
CEOs in the UK, 1900–2016
£93,797

Professor VronWare
Kingston University
Themilitary in ourmidst:
war preparation and
community on Salisbury
Plain
£186,260
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Early Career Fellowships

Early Career Fellows received fifty percent of the salary costs of a three-year research position,
up to £25,000 a year, with the host university providing the balance. Research expenses of
£6,000 a year were also available.

Sciences

Dr Fabrizio Alberti
University of Warwick
Engineering a yeast cell
factory for production of high
value meroterpenoids

Dr Francesca Arrigo
University of Strathclyde
Don’t look back – non-
backtracking walks in
complex networks

Dr Daniel Barrios-O’Neill
University of Exeter
Towards a systematic
understanding of habitat
structure and trophic
interactions

Dr Christopher Cooney
University of Sheffield
Sexual signal divergence
and the cycle of speciation

Dr Gabrielle Davidson
University of Cambridge
Interactions between
microbiome, cognition
and behaviour in a wild
population

Dr Bart de Nijs
University of Cambridge
Nanoplasmonic ultra-
confinement of light for
sensing, activation and
reactions

Dr Claire Donnelly
University of Cambridge
Domain wall dynamics in
three-dimensional magnetic
nanostructures

Dr LiamDougherty
University of Liverpool
Understanding the link
betweenmate choice and
the environment

Dr Lloyd Fletcher
University of Southampton
Imaging impact: image-
basedmethods for
dynamically testing bone

Dr Heye Freymuth
University of Cambridge
Fluid flow in the mantle
beneath volcanic arcs:
timescales andmechanisms

DrWiebke Gandhi
University of Reading
Learning to expect failure
– unravelling dynamic
processes in the human brain

Dr Gyorgy Pal Geher
University of Reading
Entanglement entropy in
quantum spin chains

Dr Susana Gomes
University of Warwick
Parameter estimation in
macroscopic models for
pedestrian dynamics

Dr Samantha Gregory
Aston University
Memory enrichment by social
context: a virtual reality EEG
research project

Dr Kelly Jakubowski
Durham University
Prevalence, features and
retrieval of music-evoked
autobiographical memories

Dr Charlotte Kenchington
University of Cambridge
Constraining biological
diversity in Ediacaran
ecosystems

Dr Jaehoon Kim
University of Warwick
Embeddings and packings in
graphs

Dr Christopher Lancefield
University of St Andrews
Unravelling the chemistry
that drives lignocellulose
degradation in nature

DrMarjorie Lundgren
Lancaster University
Assessing the potential for C₂
photosynthesis to boost crop
productivity

Dr Christopher Markou
University of Cambridge
Artificial intelligence,
technological change and
legal evolution

Dr Lucia Marti Prats
University of Cambridge
How does alcohol soothe you?
Neural and cellular basis of
coping

Dr Alice Mason
University of Warwick
From encoding to retrieval:
howmemory drives risky
choice

Dr Charlie McTernan
University of Cambridge
Controlling the temporal
evolution of molecular
capsules

Dr AlisonMing
University of Cambridge
Capturing the complexity of
atmospheric chemistry with
mathematics

Dr Paul-AntoineMoreau
University of Glasgow
Quantum technologies in
high dimension

Dr Jonathan Noel
University of Warwick
Hypergraph limits,
percolation and extremal
set theory

Dr Oluwafunmilola Ola
University of Exeter
Functional nanocomposites
as durable electrochemical
energy storage devices

Dr Thomas Phillips
Durham University
Fingerprinting structural
inheritance: its styles and
expression in rift systems

Dr Ed Pope
Durham University
Explaining turbidity current
runout distances using field
measurements

Dr Jordi Prat Camps
University of Sussex
Spatial soundmodulation
by acoustic metamaterials

Dr Thomas Puschel
University of Oxford
This study has teeth:
exploring human origins and
climate change through time

Dr Jason Sanders
University of Cambridge
Dynamics of the innerMilky
Way with Gaia

Dr Sara Sangtarash
Lancaster University
Quantum engineering of
high-performance molecular-
scale thermoelectricity

Dr Joshua Silverstone
University of Bristol
Silicon quantum computing:
light work with long waves

Dr Audrey Verma
Newcastle University
Digital afterlives of nature:
online resistance and
responses to ecological loss

Dr YinanWang
University of Warwick
Modelling and aerodynamic
control of large and flexible
wind turbines

Dr ThomasWhale
University of Warwick
Untangling chemical and
topographical impacts on
heterogeneous ice nucleation

Humanities

DrDominic Alford-Duguid
University of Oxford
On the epistemic significance
of perceptual structure
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Dr Caroline Ashcroft
Queen Mary,
University of London
Technological determinism in
ColdWar political thought

DrMichelleAssay (Eshghpour)
University of Huddersfield
Shakespeare and censorship:
Soviet and post-Sovietmusic,
theatre and film

DrMatteo Barbato
University of Birmingham
Anti-political-establishment
ideology in Athenian
democracy

DrGeorgina Barker
University College London
Classical lesbians in the
Russian imagination

Dr Caroline Barron
Birkbeck, University of London
Fake inscriptions and the
eighteenth-century artmarket

DrDoug Battersby
University of Bristol
The heart ofmodernist fiction,
1899–1938

DrKavita Bhanot
University of Leicester
Beyond the nation: British
self and Punjabi (m)other in
British Asian literature

DrGonul Bozoglu
Newcastle University
Livingwith a hostile history:
Greek-Istanbulitememory
cultures

Dr Thea Buckley
Queen’s University Belfast
South Indian Shakespeares:
reimagining art forms and
identities

Dr Andrew Buskell
University of Cambridge
Counting cultures: the
metaphysics of cultural
individuality

Dr Lucy Campbell
University of Warwick
Epistemological pluralism

DrWilliam Carruthers
University of East Anglia
Making global heritage:
Afro-Asianism and the
archaeological survey of
India

DrMarta BiancaMaria Celati
University of Warwick
The ‘mirror’ of history;
prince and tyrant in Italian
Renaissance literature

DrMagdalen Connolly
University of Cambridge
Jewish, Muslim and Christian
Middle Arabic folk tales from
the Ottoman period

Dr Arabella Currie
University of Exeter
WilliamGolding and the
Classics

Dr Rachel Delman
University of York
Women and the built
environment in late medieval
England

Dr Polly Dickson
Durham University
Reading doodles: from E.T.A.
Hoffmann to OscarWilde

Dr Yuval Evri
King’s College London
Between partitions and
translations: reviving
Andalusian visions in
Palestine

Dr Natalie Ferris
University of Edinburgh
Technicities of illusion:
dynamism and deception in
post-war literature

DrMatthew Gotham
University of Oxford
The semantics and
pragmatics of individuation

Dr Laxshmi Greaves
Cardiff University
The Rāmāyana in art: the
development of epic imagery,
fifth–ninth centuries CE

Dr Benjamin Harriman
University of Edinburgh
Physics, ethics and the unity
of Stoic philosophy

Dr Julia Hartley
University of Warwick
West–Eastern encounters:
Iran in French Literature,
1829–1908

Dr Florence Hazrat
University of Sheffield
Pause for thought: the role
of brackets in experiencing
Renaissance literature

Dr Siobhan Hearne
Durham University
Masculinity and sexuality
in the late imperial Russian
military, 1890–1917

Dr Ben Holgate
Queen Mary,
University of London
Money in the digital age:
cyber-capital, culture,
consumption and world
literature

Dr Nick Hughes
University of Oxford
Dilemmic epistemology

Dr Katarzyna Kosior
Northumbria University
Kingship, elective monarchy
andmasculinity in Poland-
Lithuania, 1573–1733

DrMatthew Laube
Birkbeck, University of London
Sound, violence and the
emotions in the Dutch revolt

Dr Yang Liu
University of Cambridge
Realistic decision theory

Dr Livia Lupi
University of Warwick
The rhetoric of architectural
painting in early Renaissance
Italy

Dr PippaMarland
University of Leeds
The pen and the plough:
modern British nature
writing and the farm

Dr NoreenMasud
Durham University
Speaking flat: aesthetics
of flatness in twentieth-
century literature

Dr Daniel Matore
Royal Holloway,
University of London
Contrapuntal modernism:
fugal thinking in twentieth-
century literature

Dr OnyaMcCausland
University College London
From coal mine waste to
landscape painting; new
British earths

DrMeganMcNamee
School of Advanced Study,
University of London
Numeracy and
representation inmedieval
Europe

Dr RobinMills
Queen Mary,
University of London
TheScottishEnlightenment
explains thegods, c. 1740–1830

Dr Nathaniel Morris
University College London
Communal militias, Indian
autonomy and theMexican
state, 1850–present

Dr Kombola Ramadhani
Mussa
Cardiff University
Language, mobility and
identity among the Zigula
(Somali Bantu)

Early Career Fellowships
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Dr FrancescaMussi
Northumbria University
Truth-telling/story-
telling: literary and critical
perspectives on Canada’s TRC

Dr Alexa Neale
University of Sussex
Black books: the institutional
memory of hanging and
mercy at the Home Office

Dr Samuel O’Donoghue
University of Warwick
The struggle forHolocaust
consciousness inFranco’s Spain

Dr Luke O’Sullivan
King’s College London
Doubtful truth-telling in
early modern France

DrMaria Pavlova
University of Warwick
The renaissance knight: war,
nobility and virtue from Pulci
to Ariosto, 1461–1532

Dr Emma Payne
King’s College London
The evolution of technology
and the interpretation of
classical sculpture

Dr Alessandra Petrocchi
University of Oxford
Encounters with the East:
Hindu-Arabic numerals in
renaissance Italy

DrMatthew Phillips
Royal Holloway,
University of London
Depressive texts: mental well-
being and the modern French
novel

Dr Juliana Pistorius
University of Huddersfield
Operatic migrations:
coloniality and adaptation
in the ‘new’ South Africa

Dr Ben Pope
University of Manchester
The oppression of the nobility:
town, country and identity in
medieval Germany

Dr Theo Reeves-Evison
Birmingham City University
Speculative natures:
contemporary art and
interventionist ecology

Dr Justin Rivest
University of Cambridge
The state and the charitable
distribution of drugs in Old
Regime France

DrMaria Roca Lizarazu
University of Birmingham
Dis/integration:
reimagining togetherness
in recent German-language
literature

DrMaria Raquel Rojo Carrillo
University of Cambridge
Plainchant inmedieval
Iberia: from the Old Hispanic
rite to the Roman rite

Dr Devani Singh
University of Oxford
To the reader: the English
preface in print, c. 1475–1623

Dr Giulia Smith
University of Oxford
Landscape, identity and
belonging in post-imperial
Britain

Dr Ian Stewart
Queen Mary,
University of London
Language and race in British
imperial and international
thought, 1784–1914

DrMichael Sugarman
University of Bristol
Fluid urbanism: water,
inequality and the making
of Asia’s port cities

Dr Justine Trombley
University of Nottingham
The condemnation of
heretical texts in the late
middle ages

DrMichael Yat Him Tsang
Newcastle University
World literature influences
on twentieth-century Chinese
and Japanese literary scenes

Dr David Veevers
Queen Mary,
University of London
Transnational constitutions:
Asian governance in a global
world, 1600–1750

Dr JennyWatson
University of Edinburgh
Restless earth: landscapes
of extra-concentrationary
violence after 1945

Dr Callie HannahWilkinson
University of Warwick
Secrecy and transparency
in the English East India
Company, 1784–1834

Dr NicolaWilliams
Lancaster University
Quality of life transplantation:
philosophical and policy
questions

Dr Yanling Yang
Loughborough University
Film co-productions as soft
power for the UK and China

Social Sciences

Dr Alexandra Abello Colak
London School of Economics
and Political Science
Systems of urban violence in
the Americas

Dr Hanna Baumann
University College London
Urbandis/connections:
infrastructures of refugee
integration inBeirutandBerlin

Dr Carrie Benjamin
University of Warwick
Multisensory encounters with
whiteness: public space, race
and the senses

Dr Josh Bowsher
Brunel University London
Accounting for the past:
the neoliberal logics of
transitional justice

Dr Ekaterina Braginskaia
University of Bristol
Minority faith and civil
society responses to refugee
integration in Britain

Dr Sarah Burton
City, University of London
Ambivalence, power, and the
cosmopolitan intellectual

Dr Benjamin Chemouni
University of Cambridge
The legacy of rebel
organisational culture in
post-conflict governance

Dr Licia Cianetti
Royal Holloway,
University of London
What happened to the
multicultural city? Effects
of nativism and austerity

Dr Katherine Collins
University of Oxford
Knowledge for liberation?
The participatory vision
of Freire, Fals-Borda and
Rahman

DrMaggie Dwyer
University of Edinburgh
Peacekeeping veterans:
deployment effects on African
soldiers and communities

Dr Cara Jardine
University of Strathclyde
Corners of community:
exploring the role of the
‘outside’ in prison life

DrMatthias Kranke
University of Warwick
Pitching expertise: how
international organisations
establish their authority
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Dr Don Lee
University of Nottingham
Rise of populist parties and
assessment of representative
democracy in Asia

Dr StephenMillar
Cardiff University
Performing paramilitarism:
music, conflict and Ulster
loyalism

Dr Jasper Montana
University of Oxford
Grappling with governance
systems: biodiversity in the
UK Overseas Territories

Dr PoornaMysoor
University of Oxford
Achieving copyright balance
through the structure of
tangible property

Dr Jack Palmer
University of Leeds
Zygmunt Bauman and the
West: exile, culture, dialogue

Dr Alida Payson
Cardiff University
Charity shop country:
conviviality and survival
in austerity Britain

Dr Uma Pradhan
University of Oxford
(Re)-constructing the state:
rebuilding schools in post-
earthquake Nepal

Dr Robert Pralat
University of Cambridge
Technologies of desire: a
comparative study of IVF
and PrEP

Dr Deborah Ralls
University of Manchester
Redefining education
for a social solidarity
urban economy: becoming
relational

Dr Anne-Line Rodriguez
Queen Mary,
University of London
EU governmentality of
migration and the ethics of
Islamic reformism in Senegal

Dr Lindsay Sawyer
University of Sheffield
Power, authority and land:
an intra-city comparison of
urban processes in Lagos

DrMatthew Thompson
University of Liverpool
Reimagining the city: new
municipalism and the future
of economic democracy

Dr Ophélie Véron
University of Sheffield
Is the alternative city a
just city?

Dr SanneWeber
University of Birmingham
Gendering reconciliation:
local reintegration from an
international perspective

DrWilliamWheeler
University of Manchester
Seeking asylum in the UK: an
ethnography of destitute lives
ruled by paper

Dr AnahiWiedenbrug
University of Oxford
Banking for the public
interest

Dr ThorstenWojczewski
King’s College London
Populism in Indian and US
foreign policy: the politics of
representing the people

Dr Sally Shinan Zhu
University of Glasgow
Shifting paradigms of
material property relations
in cyber- and sharing-
economies

Early Career Fellowships
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Research Fellowships

Sciences

Professor David Borchers
University of St Andrews
Statistical models for digital
wildlife surveys
£48,260

Dr Christina Cobbold
University of Glasgow
Insect abundance and climate
variability: novel insights
from homogenisation
£53,734

DrMaria Dornelas
University of St Andrews
Multi-scale prediction of reef
coral diversity
£54,976

Professor Andrew Gilbert
University of Exeter
Vortices and waves in
complex fluid flows
£46,862

Dr Tristram Irvine-Fynn
Aberystwyth University
How does autumn rainfall
‘reset’ glacier surfaces in a
wetter Arctic?
£54,756

Dr Eun-jin Kim
University of Sheffield
Variability and self-
organisation in stellar
evolution
£50,925

Professor Simon Poulton
University of Leeds
Dynamics of the Great
Oxidation Event
£54,944

Professor Alastair Rucklidge
University of Leeds
Complex and disordered
patterns
£54,037

DrMarco Schlichting
University of Warwick
Higher K-theory of forms
£43,778

Dr Francesco Shankar
University of Southampton
Cutting-edge semi-empirical
models for supermassive
black hole–galaxy evolution
£54,999

DrMatthias Soller
University of Birmingham
Understanding the role of
mRNAmethylation in fine-
tuning gene expression
£54,728

Professor Einar
Steingrimsson
University of Strathclyde
Connecting physics models
via permutations
£54,683

Professor Steven Tobias
University of Leeds
The origin of the eleven-year
solar activity cycle
£52,475

Dr Floriana Tuna
University of Manchester
Two-dimensional HYSCORE
spectroscopy of actinide
complexes
£54,917

Dr ElizabethWanner
Aston University
Lyapunov design of success-
based adaptation rules
£42,430

Humanities

Dr Arif Ahmed
University of Cambridge
The value of the future
£52,583

Dr Nadia Ali
Independent researcher
Reconstructing the visual
cultures of pre-Islamic
Arabia
£9,700

Professor Marc David Baer
London School of Economics
and Political Science
Guided by Goethe: German-
Jewish gayMuslimwriter
HugoMarcus, 1880–1966
£54,170

Professor Paul Betts
University of Oxford
The re-civilisation of Europe
after 1945
£48,075

Dr Kasia Boddy
University of Cambridge
Zero years: American
literature and the census
£52,550

Professor Rosalind Brown-
Grant
University of Leeds
Visualising power and justice
in late medieval French
romance manuscripts
£38,445

Dr Luciano Cardellicchio
University of Kent
Our future heritage:
conservation issues of
contemporary architecture
in Rome
£54,562

Dr Ting Chang
University of Nottingham
Playing empire in the
nineteenth century: games,
spectacles and colonial
subjects
£50,598

Dr Anne Desler
University of Edinburgh
Opera performed: Nicola
Grimaldi ‘Nicolini’ – singer,
actor, director, promoter
£42,654

Dr David Doddington
Cardiff University
Old age and American
slavery
£50,148

Dr Gillian Dow
University of Southampton
Women writers and the
romantic-period novel in
Britain and France
£48,891

Professor Martin Evans
University of Sussex
Comparing and connecting
post-colonial globalisation:
Paris and London, 1962–1989
£51,425

Professor Karin Friedrich
University of Aberdeen
Dynastic identity in early
modern Poland: Boguslaw
Radziwill and his world
£54,509

Dr Robert Gillett
Queen Mary,
University of London
Representing Rosmer: Elsa
Bernstein as writer and
salonnière
£27,822

Professor Hilary Greaves
University of Oxford
Towards a theory of rational
philanthropy
£53,731

Professor Helen Hackett
University College London
The Elizabethanmind:
a reader’s guide
£46,055

Professor Thomas Harrison
University of St Andrews
Belief in Greek religion
£52,716

Dr Irena Hayter
University of Leeds
Spectacular subjects:
modernism, gender and
visuality in interwar Japan
£32,316
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Dr Naomi Head
University of Glasgow
Empathy under fire: ‘hearts
andminds’ and the politics of
empathy
£53,711

Professor Piers Hellawell
Queen’s University Belfast
Extendingmusic’s
compositional strategies
through a fusion of two
newworks
£51,511

Professor Mark Hewitson
University College London
The violence of war:
Germany, 1888–1968
£52,341

Dr Suzanne Hobson
Queen Mary,
University of London
Unbelief: interwar cultures
of doubt
£54,934

Dr Claudia Hopkins
University of Edinburgh
Rethinking orientalism:
identity in Spanish art,
c. 1830–1956
£38,592

Professor Richard Kirkland
King’s College London
A cultural history of Irish
London, 1880–1916
£48,231

Dr Inna Kupreeva
University of Edinburgh
Alexander of Aphrodisias
and Aristotle’sDe anima
£48,157

Dr Charlie Louth
University of Oxford
What happens when we read
a poem? Reading Rilke
£49,850

Dr Xiaoning Lu
SOAS, University of London
Transnational practices: film
culture and politics in China,
1949–1989
£54,951

Professor Kate Marsh
University of Liverpool
Policing French colonial
metropolises, 1918–1962
£27,835

Professor DavidMaw
University of Oxford
Guillaume deMachaut:
inventor of absolute music
£49,958

Dr BrionyMcDonagh
University of Hull
Gendering the commons
£53,905

Professor JeffMcMahan
University of Oxford
Killing, saving and causing
to exist
£54,352

Professor LyndaMugglestone
University of Oxford
Words in war time: searching
for meaning inWWI
£43,217

Professor Daniel Ogden
University of Exeter
The werewolf in the Greek
and Romanworld: a folkloric
study
£46,998

Dr Sheldon Penn
University of Leicester
Mexican time and identity:
Bergson and Bergsonism in
literature and film
£42,395

Professor Clare Pettitt
King’s College London
Revolutionary seriality:
1848 in Britain, Europe and
America
£50,302

Dr Alistair Rider
University of St Andrews
The lifelong work: long-term
artists’ projects since 1960
£45,505

DrMatthew Robinson
University of Oxford
At the edge of poetry: acrostic
and telestics in Latin poetry
£48,525

DrMiriam Ronzoni
University of Manchester
Constructing justice
£54,500

Professor Phillip Rothwell
University of Oxford
A rebellious mirror to their
nation: women writing in
Angola
£48,250

Dr Anita Rupprecht
University of Brighton
Indenturing ‘Re-captured
Africans’ in the British
Caribbean, 1807–1828
£38,095

Dr David Russell
University of Oxford
Facing reality: sage writers
on human flourishing
£45,717

Dr John Sabapathy
University College London
The institutionalisation of
Europe in the thirteenth
century
£54,997

Dr Len Scales
Durham University
The Kaiser myth: medieval
emperors and German
memory, 900–2000 CE
£44,646

Dr Samiksha Sehrawat
Newcastle University
Decolonising the history of
biomedicine: patients and
hospitals in India
£46,900

Professor Peter Sells
University of York
Verb and verb phrase
topicalisation in languages
of Eurasia
£39,893

Dr Hugo Service
University of York
Nazis, communists and the
fate of central Europe’s Jews,
1939–1949
£53,176

DrWilliam Short
University of Exeter
Most erected spirits: a
cultural semantics of Roman
courage and cowardice
£53,827

Dr Alex Silk
University of Birmingham
Context-sensitivity in
normative language and
discourse
£50,740

Professor Gurharpal Singh
SOAS, University of London
Aworld turned upside down:
Sikhs and the partition of
India
£53,654

Dr Paulina Sliwa
University of Cambridge
Telling right fromwrong:
moral testimony andmoral
knowledge
£54,938

Dr Axel Stähler
University of Kent
Jerusalem destroyed:
literature, art, andmusic in
nineteenth-century Europe
£46,994

DrAdrian Streete
University of Glasgow
Polemical laughter in English
literary culture, c. 1500–1700
£53,903

Research Fellowships
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Dr SimonaValeriani
Victoria and Albert Museum
Designing the future: innova-
tion and the construction of
the Royal Albert Hall
£54,919

Dr Saskia Vermeylen
University of Strathclyde
Utopian literatures and
space law
£54,874

Dr CarolineWarman
University of Oxford
The atheist’s bible: Diderot’s
Eléments de physiologie, its
importance and reach
£49,950

Dr PaulWhite
University of Leeds
Elegia renascens:Latin
love elegy collections from
antiquity to the Renaissance
£18,401

DrHeatherWiebe
King’s College London
Mobilisingmusic inwartime
British film
£48,232

Dr SusannahWilson
University ofWarwick
Morphine and the cultural
imagination in France,
1870–1930
£34,835

DrGillianWoods
Birkbeck, University of London
Representational dynamics in
renaissance theatre
£36,886

DrRamonaWray
Queen’s University Belfast
A literary biography of
Elizabeth Cary, LadyTanfield
(1585/6–1639)
£49,792

Social Sciences

Dr Jutta Bakony
Durham University
The art of governing without
a state: experiences from
Somalia
£48,982

Dr Anna Ball
Nottingham Trent University
Moving women, moving
stories: rethinking
representations of forced
migration
£43,436

Dr Tendayi Bloom
Open University
Noncitizenship and the global
compact for migration
£40,176

DrMorgan Clarke
University of Oxford
A new anthropology of rules
£49,075

Dr Angharad Closs Stephens
Swansea University
National affects: towards
a cultural politics of
atmospheres
£29,028

Dr Daniel Conway
University of Westminster
The global politics of
Pride: LGBTQ+ activism,
assimilation and resistance
£37,007

Dr Simon Cottee
University of Kent
Atrocity porn: a qualitative
study of death and gore
enthusiasts
£25,005

Dr Helen Cowie
University of York
Fashion victims: animal
commodities in Britain,
1800–1914
£54,689

Dr Jamie Doucette
University of Manchester
Korea’s Candlelight
Revolution and the post-
developmental state
£54,569

Dr Alexander Easton
Durham University
Developing a language-free
test of episodic memory in
children
£46,772

Dr Fabienne Emmerich
University of Keele
Swimming against the
current: women, prison
reform and resistance
£52,203

Dr Crispian Fuller
Cardiff University
Brexit, foreign corporations
and regional development
£52,908

Professor Caroline Gatrell
University of Liverpool
The paternal body: a lens
for articulating fathers’
involvement in childcare
£36,641

Dr Virginie Grzelczya
Aston University
No child’s play: politics of toys
in conflict and post-conflict
spaces
£49,497

Dr Helen Haugh
University of Cambridge
Community
entrepreneurship: history,
institutions and networks
£51,038

Dr Christina Hellmich
University of Reading
Suffering silently:
miscarriage in professional
women in the UK
£46,944

Dr Aggie Hirst
King’s College London
Producing soldiers in a
digital age: total immersion
training in the US army
£52,332

Dr Ben Hunter
University of Greenwich
Corporate criminal careers:
environmental offending by
organisations
£50,721

Dr Rico Isaacs
Oxford Brookes University
Sustainingauthoritarianism:
parliaments and personalism
in central Asia
£44,614

Dr Julie Jones
University of Sheffield
A historical perspective on
Antarctic climate change
£54,369

Professor Aristotle Kallis
University of Keele
Housing as practical utopia:
a critical reappraisal of the
‘minimum dwelling’
£45,695

Professor Peter Kraftl
University of Birmingham
Plastic childhoods
£51,389

DrMonika Krause
London School of Economics
and Political Science
Ideosyncratic ties: mission
agencies and the future of
transnational relations
£50,939

Dr Patricia Lewis
University of Kent
Post-feminism in the city:
feminine leadership as lived
experience
£53,112
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Professor Katie Lloyd Thomas
Newcastle University
The architect as shopper:
building products and the
proprietary turn in theUK
£28,751

Dr ElizabethMavroudi
Loughborough University
Children’s politicisation in
diaspora: a comparative
exploration
£43,829

DrGearoidMillar
University of Aberdeen
Ambition and ambivalence:
peace studies in a changing
world
£46,848

Dr JonathanOldfield
University of Birmingham
The development of environ-
mentalmonitoring capacities
in the USSR andRussia
£38,522

Dr Dimitris Papadopoulos
University of Leicester
Benign by design: the
emergence of ecologically
sustainable chemical
innovation
£51,320

Dr Lena Rethel
University of Warwick
Marketsas spectacles?
Principles,practicesand
governanceof Islamiceconomies
£54,144

Dr Amanda Rogers
Swansea University
Dance in contemporary
Cambodia: nation,
geopolitics, identity
£54,998

Dr Pollyanna Ruiz
University of Sussex
Remembering and forgetting:
media, memory, activism
£54,807

DrMinoli Salgado
University of Sussex
The other side of violence:
terror and trauma in
contemporary exilic literature
£54,741

DrMohammad Shahabuddin
University of Birmingham
Postcolonial statehood
and international law: the
Rohingya crisis and beyond
£50,845

Professor Maria Tamboukou
University of East London
Revisiting the nomadic
subject
£54,248

DrWeipin Tsai
Royal Holloway,
University of London
Couriers for the common folk:
the private firms that joined
up China
£51,280

Professor Dimitris Tziovas
University of Birmingham
Crisis Greece: culture,
identity and theWest
£46,581

Dr Han vanWietmarschen
University College London
A theory of social hierarchy
£37,348

Professor VronWare
Kingston University
One village, one world
£37,691

Research Fellowships
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Professor Catherine
Alexander
Durham University
Forms and fears of failure
£145,270

Professor Amalia Arvaniti
University of Kent
Politics and linguistic
variation in a post-diglossic
speech community
£106,560

Professor David Brown
University of Southampton
‘The aristocratic tradition
at its best’? Shaftesbury,
philanthropy and reform
£137,099

Dr SamColeman
University of Hertfordshire
Consciousness as bystander:
exploring themostly
unconsciousmind
£85,766

Professor DerekDuncan
University of St Andrews
Loose ends:minor
transnational Italian cultures
£114,022

Professor Lindsay Farmer
University of Glasgow
Rethinking the relationship
betweenmarkets and
criminal law
£141,554

Professor Chris Gosden
University of Oxford
Becoming human: a new
world history
£143,731

DrRickKnecht
University of Aberdeen
Yup’ik culture before contact
£157,468

Professor Ismene Lada-
Richards
King’s College London
Poetics in the flesh: dance
and poetry in first-century
BCERome
£160,151

Professor Kate McLoughlin
University of Oxford
Silence: a literary history
£159,448

Professor RanaMitter
University of Oxford
The Chinese postwar and
the making of Asian order,
1945–1955
£178,065

Professor JamesCraigMuldrew
University of Cambridge
New abstract financial value
and society in the early
eighteenth century
£111,211

Professor Joy Porter
University of Hull
WhatWould Nixon Do? The
forgotten republican roots of
American environmentalism
£155,473

Dr Yossef Rapoport
Queen Mary,
University of London
Tribal identity and
conversion to Islam in rural
Egypt and Syria, 1000–1500
£169,314

Dr Alice Rio
King’s College London
Early medieval legal cultures
£151,530

Professor Katie Scott
Courtauld Institute of Art,
University of London
Open City: Paris and the arts
in the eighteenth century
£166,380

Professor Martin Stokes
King’s College London
Urban Song of the Upper
Euphrates (Turkey)
£166,221

Professor Jeremy Tanner
University College London
The Axial Age and the
institution of art in Ancient
Greece and China
£167,394

Professor Martin Thomas
University of Exeter
Globalising decolonisation:
connecting processes of global
transformation
£148,824

Professor Jan Toporowski
SOAS, University of London
The intellectual biography
of Oskar Lange
£191,816

Professor David Treece
King’s College London
Music and anti-racism in
contemporary Brazil
£166,590

Professor Laura Tunbridge
University of Oxford
A social and sonic history
of the string quartet
£177,107

Professor Renata Tyszczuk
University of Sheffield
Collective scenarios:
rehearsing, predicting and
speculating on climate futures
£177,322

Professor Neil Walker
University of Edinburgh
Law, community and utopia
£176,212

Professor Janet C EWatson
University of Leeds
The phonetics and phonology
of Modern South Arabian:
Mehri and Shehret
£104,765

Professor GaryWatt
University of Warwick
Rhetorical performance in
courts of law and popular
opinion
£175,554

Professor CliveWebb
University of Sussex
Mob violence against foreign
nationals in the United
States, 1850–1950
£151,317

Professor BjörnWeiler
Aberystwyth University
Unity, diversity and the past
in Europe, c. 1100–1300
£155,304

Professor DavidWootton
University of York
Voltaire: made in England
£65,042

Major Research Fellowships
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Classics

Dr Amin Benaissa
Faculty of Classics,
University of Oxford

DrMyles Lavan
School of Classics,
University of St Andrews

Dr AlexMullen
Department of Classics and
Archaeology, University of
Nottingham

Dr Amy Russell
Department of Classics and
Ancient History, Durham
University

Dr Shaul Tor
Departments of Classics and
Philosophy, King’s College
London

Earth Sciences

Dr Juliet Biggs
School of Earth Sciences,
University of Bristol

Dr Stephen Brusatte
School of Geosciences,
University of Edinburgh

Dr Heather Graven
Department of Physics
and Grantham Institute,
Imperial College London

Dr Babette Hoogakker
Institute of Life and Earth
Sciences, Heriot-Watt
University

Dr AmandaMaycock
School of Earth and
Environment, University
of Leeds

Physics

Dr Alis Deason
Department of Physics,
Durham University

Dr Simone De Liberato
School of Physics and
Astronomy, University of
Southampton

Dr Katherine Dooley
School of Physics and
Astronomy, Cardiff University

Professor Rahul
Raveendran Nair
School ofChemical Engineering
and Analytical Science and the
National Graphene Institute,
University of Manchester

Dr John Russo
School of Mathematics,
University of Bristol

Politics and
International
Relations

Dr Ezequiel González Ocantos
Department of Politics and
International Relations,
University of Oxford

Professor Chris Hanretty
Department of Politics and
International Relations, Royal
Holloway, University of London

Professor Sophie Harman
School of Politics and
International Relations, Queen
Mary, University of London

Dr LaurenWilcox
Department of Politics
and International Studies,
University of Cambridge

Professor Lea Ypi
Department of Government,
London School of Economics
and Political Science

Psychology

Professor Emily S Cross
Institute of Neuroscience
and Psychology, University
of Glasgow

Dr Steve Fleming
WellcomeCentre for Human
Neuroimaging, University
College London

Dr Claire Haworth
School of Experimental
Psychology, University
of Bristol

Dr Harriet Over
Department of Psychology,
University of York

Professor Nichola Raihani
Department of Experimental
Psychology, University College
London

Visual and
Performing
Arts

Dr Erika Balsom
Department of Film Studies,
King’s College London

Dr Daisy Fancourt
Department of Behavioural
Science and Health,
University College London

Dr Ian Kiaer
The Ruskin School of Art,
University of Oxford

Dr Peter McMurray
Faculty of Music,
University of Cambridge

Dr TiffanyWatt Smith
Department of Drama,
Queen Mary, University
of London

Philip Leverhulme Prizes

PrizeWinners received £100,000, to be used for any purpose that will advance their research.
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Sciences

DrWael Bahsoun
Loughborough University
Visitor – Professor Jose
Ferreira Alves
£32,902

Professor Nathan Bastian
Liverpool John Moores
University
Visitor – Dr Emanuele
Dalessandro
£33,476

Dr Hartmut Blank
University of Portsmouth
Visitor – Professor D Lindsay
£18,760

Professor Andrea Brand
University of Cambridge
Visitor – Dr Yohanns
Bellaiche
£37,000

Professor Bhismadev
Chakrabarti
University of Reading
Visitor – Professor Sonia
Bishop
£91,284

Professor José Fiadeiro
Royal Holloway,
University of London
Visitor – Professor
Fernando Orejas
£5,525

Professor Piers Forster
University of Leeds
Visitor – Dr Tami Bond
£38,580

Professor Sir Richard Friend
University of Cambridge
Visitor – Professor Russell
Holmes
£53,842

Professor Alan Haywood
University of Leeds
Visitor – Dr Bette Otto-
Bliesner
£29,646

Professor TimothyHorbury
Imperial College London
Visitor – Professor Stuart Bale
£37,500

DrAndrew Jardine
University of Cambridge
Visitor – Professor Paul
Dastoor
£37,202

ProfessorAditi Lahiri
University ofOxford
Visitor – ProfessorAnita
Mehta
£32,010

Professor Lin Li
University of Manchester
Visitor – Professor JiwangYan
£30,893

ProfessorKenLong
Imperial College London
Visitor – Professor Srubabati
Goswami
£11,050

Professor CatrionaMcKinnon
University of Reading
Visitor – Professor Stephen
Gardiner
£29,992

MsLisaMoffitt
University of Edinburgh
Visitor – Professeur Philippe
Rahm
£78,678

ProfessorAndrewMonkman
Durham University
Visitor – Professor Eric
Bittner
£57,500

DrFelicity Rose
University of Nottingham
Visitor –ProfessorKristi Kiick
£57,692

DrChris Stock
University of Edinburgh
Visitor – Professor
ChristopherWiebe
£27,855

Professor Alberto Striolo
University College London
Visitor – Dr JohnM. Shaw
£11,880

Dr Frank Tietze
University of Cambridge
Visitor – Professor Ove
Granstrand
£28,832

Humanities

Dr Simona Aimar
University College London
Visitor – Professor Angelika
Kratzer
£100,768

Dr Kristin Aune
Coventry University
Visitor – Dr InaMerdjanova
£81,420

Mr Geoffrey Colman
Royal Central School
of Speech and Drama
Visitor – Professor Anne
Bogart
£75,760

Mr Gair Dunlop
University of Dundee
Visitor – Dr Alasdair Foster
£21,730

Professor Robert S. C.
Gordon
University of Cambridge
Visitor – Professor Karen
Pinkus
£75,384

Dr Lise Jaillant
Loughborough University
Visitor – Professor Ray
Siemens
£36,918

Dr Erin Jessee
University of Glasgow
Visitor – Dr Leyla Neyzi
£76,654

Dr Robert Maslen
University of Glasgow
Visitor – Professor Brian
Attebery
£15,470

Professor Nicola McLelland
University of Nottingham
Visitor – Professor Douglas
A. Kibbee
£23,125

Visiting Professorships
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Professor Bill Niven
Nottingham Trent University
Visitor – Professor Andrew
Port
£24,194

Dr Lisa Purse
University of Reading
Visitor – Professor Christine
Holmlund
£28,097

Dr Patricia Sellick
Coventry University
Visitor – Professor Jake Lynch
£99,587

Professor Patricia Skinner
Swansea University
Visitor – ProfessorWendy
Turner
£47,596

Professor Barry Smith
School of Advanced Study,
University of London
Visitor – Professor
Andreas Roepstorff
£13,673

Dr Athanassios Vergados
Newcastle University
Visitor – Professor
Gianfranco Agosti
£11,796

Professor NathanWidder
Royal Holloway,
University of London
Visitor – Professor Jeffrey Bell
£33,456

Professor RichardWiddess
SOAS, University of London
Visitor – Professor Linda
Barwick
£33,900

Social Sciences

Professor Colin Hay
University of Sheffield
Visitor – Dr Jacqueline Best
£52,975

Professor Jennifer Robinson
University College London
Visitor – Professor Oren
Yiftachel
£117,640

Dr Iis Tussyadiah
University of Surrey
Visitor –DrDaniel Fesenmaier
£37,150

Visiting Professorships
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Sciences

Professor James Binney
University of Oxford
Understanding our Galaxy
£16,800

Professor Philip Brown
University of Kent
Making the most of
correlation: seemingly
unrelated statistical
modelling
£14,850

Professor Howard Colquhoun
University of Reading
Fractal distribution of
sequence information in
binary copolymers
£16,196

Professor Dianne Edwards
Cardiff University
Resolution of anatomy,
ontogeny and affinities of
Siluro-Devonian Pachytheca
£22,000

Professor Geoffrey Holman
University of Bath
Amolecular mechanism for
membrane transport
£10,800

Professor James Howie
Heriot-Watt University
Residually free groups and
one-relator products
£15,400

Professor Gareth Jones
King’s College London
Development of a combined
AFM-super-resolution
microscope
£18,075

Professor Tim Jones
University of Liverpool
Scale-invariant quantum
gravity, cosmology and
particle physics
£18,400

Professor RobMarrs
University of Liverpool
Vegetation change in long-
term experiments in the
British uplands
£19,658

Dr John Noyes
Natural History Museum
The Encyrtidae
(Hymenoptera: Chalcidoidea)
of Costa Rica
£21,500

Dr Christopher Page
University of Exeter
Evolution in the arborescent
gymnosperms – a global
study
£18,400

Professor Brian Rogers
University of Oxford
Perception of the 3D world
£13,614

Professor Stephen Sparks
University of Bristol
Exploring theories for
episodic volcanism
£21,980

Professor Michiel van den
Berg
University of Bristol
Brownianmotion, torsion
and capacity
£15,588

Professor AnthonyWatts
University of Oxford
Planetary isostasy and
its implications for plate
mechanics andmantle
dynamics
£21,495

Humanities

Dr Ann Benson
University of Wales
Cambridge colleges: a history
of their gardens and designed
landscapes
£16,600

Professor Margaret Brazier
University of Manchester
Law and healing: reflecting
on English medico-legal
history
£21,406

Professor David Buckingham
Loughborough University
The construction of children
as amediamarket in the
United States, 1945–2000
£18,800

Professor Gilli Bush-Bailey
Royal Central School of
Speech and Drama
Under the skirts of
Shakespeare
£14,911

Professor Richard John
Carwardine
Independent researcher
American religious
nationalism, 1787–1865
£6,310

Professor Justin Champion
Royal Holloway,
University of London
Thomas Hollis: fabricating
liberty, from Rome to the
Age of Revolution
£16,819

Professor Richard Cooper
University of Oxford
Critical editions of Scève
andMichel d’Amboise and
of satires on the Regent
£14,470

Sir Mark Jones
University of Oxford
The life and work of
WilliamWyon
£21,250

Professor Roger Kain
School of Advanced Study,
University of London
Cartography in the
nineteenth century
£21,360

Professor John Kippin
University of Sunderland
Landscape, identity,
community
£21,500

Professor Rosamond
McKitterick
University of Cambridge
Rome and the invention
of the papacy in the early
middle ages, 476–769
£5,524

Professor Charles Melville
University of Cambridge
Visualising Persian history
£21,883

Professor Anthony
Snodgrass
University of Cambridge
Leading the final stages of
an archaeological field survey
in Boeotia
£17,907

Dr RoseWalker
Independent researcher
Reimagining the art of
twelfth-century Iberia
£16,178

Dr SusanWhitfield
Independent researcher
Khotan: a forgotten silk
road kingdom
£21,900

Emeritus Fellowships
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Social Sciences

Professor Malcolm Dando
University of Bradford
A study of how the brain
research projects are dealing
with dual-use
£16,220

Professor Roy Ellen
University of Kent
Nuaulu ethnobotanical
cognition and knowledge
(Seram, Eastern Indonesia)
£13,469

Professor Rosemary Foot
University of Oxford
China, the United Nations,
and human protection:
beliefs, power and status
£12,423

Professor Ferenc Furedi
University of Kent
Socialisation and the
social construction of
‘identity crisis’
£19,819

Professor Liz Hamp-Lyons
University of Bedfordshire
Towards an understanding
of the continuing power of
written examinations
£13,940

Professor Margaret Harris
Oxford Brookes University
Supporting early literacy
development in deaf children
£15,017

Professor Andrew Linklater
Aberystwyth University
Symbols and world politics:
a long-term perspective
£9,870

Professor Judith Pallot
University of Oxford
Ethnic identity construction
amongMuslim prisoners in
the USSR and Russia
£21,926

Professor Charles Tripp
SOAS, University of London
Battlefields of the Republic:
contentious politics in
Tunisia
£15,344

Emeritus Fellowships
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Sciences

Miss Savanna
Browne-Wilkinson
Masters in life science
and technology
TheNetherlands

MrAlexander Fairley
The discrete structure
of quadrics
Germany

Miss Sophie Keeling
Masters in neuroscience
Germany

MrDarius Riahy
Suppression ofmortal
germline phenotype in
C. elegans by ecologically
relevantmicroorganisms
France

Ms EmmaSeal
Environment, development
and peace: sustainable
natural resourcemanagement
Costa Rica

Humanities

Mr Peter Brown
The emergence of globalised
trade inmedieval China
China

Miss Eloise Gillow
Intensive painting
programme
Spain

Mr Thomas Goff
National Master in orchestral
conducting
TheNetherlands

Dr Lucy Rhiannon Hinnie
Digitising the Bannatyne
MS, c. 1568
Canada

Miss Honey Jones-Hughes
Master of fine art
TheNetherlands

Ms Lucille Junkere
The colours of Jamaica
Jamaica

Miss BethanMorgan-
Williams
Masters in composition
TheNetherlands

Dr Francesca Petrizzo
Tancred – the lives and
afterlives of a Hauteville
crusader
Italy

Ms Nefeli Piree Iliou
An eastern Roman landed
gentry? Roman villas, farms
and villages of Roman Epirus
in Northern Greece,
c. 2 BCE–5 CE
Greece

Dr James Dylan Sargan
Space–time and the
manuscript: 4Dmodelling
andmedieval books
Canada

Dr Christoph Schmidhuber
Slavery in early Iraq
France

Mr Daniel GeorgeWilliam
Smith
Crossing borders: critical
dialogues for the development
of disability theology
Germany

Dr Rebecca Van Hove
Law and the gods:
re-assessing the notion of
divine law in ancient Greece
France

Dr Aya Van Renterghem
Approaching alphabets in
theMiddle Ages: the Irish
involvement
TheNetherlands

Ms EmmaWelton
Masters in literature
Sweden

Ms TeresaWitcombe
‘The secret ways of the
Moors’: imagining Islam
in Toledo, 1085–1247
Spain

Social Sciences

Miss Hannah Arkell
Masters in architecture:
winding filament fabrication
for fibrous structures
Denmark

Eleanor Harrison
How can conditional cash
transfers improve health
behaviours in rural Kenya?
Kenya

MsMelody Sylvia Howse
‘You will be recorded’: the
role of mobile cameras in
civilian/police encounters
Germany

Ms Camille Jacob
English and the Algerian
Sahara: discourses, practices
and identities
Algeria

Mr Robert Jarvis
Double masters in
international affairs
China

Mr David Pollard
Developing social cognition
in evolving adolescent social
networks
TheNetherlands

Miss Shannon Russell
Masters in law
Canada

Miss Meghana Shukla
Governance of disaster
risk reduction for flooding:
analysing vulnerability
assessments and adaptation
in Surat, India
Japan

Study Abroad Studentships

Study Abroad Students received basic maintenance costs of £21,000 a year, travel costs and
a contribution towards research expenses. The funds support study or research at a centre of
learning in any country outside the UK, with the exception of the USA.
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Sciences

Professor Jürg Bähler
University College London
Acquiring keymethods with
short-lived killifish to launch
new line of research
£31,269

Dr Ioannis Brilakis
University of Cambridge
Digitising the built
environment
£44,058

Professor DebraMills
Bangor University
Linking gene expression
with social brain activity
£33,599

Dr Hazel Nichols
Liverpool John Moores
University
The scent of sociality:
chemical communication
in a cooperative breeder
£44,272

Professor Gabriel Paternain
University of Cambridge
New directions in geometric
inverse problems: microlocal
and statistical aspects
£30,121

Dr Dan Read
Cardiff University
Semiconductor spintronics
and in situmeasurement
£21,989

Professor Alfried Vogler
Imperial College London
Genomic and phylogenetic
tools for studying species
numbers on Earth
£32,095

Dr Alexander Voss
University of St Andrews
Why that now? Accounts
of causality in computing
£42,790

Humanities

Dr Jalal Al-Tamimi
Newcastle University
From articulation to speech
recognition in investigating
the Arabic sound system
£28,668

Ms Jane Arnfield
Northumbria University
An interdisciplinary framing
and conceptualisation of
(auto)biographical theatre
£20,897

Dr Kathy Conklin
University of Nottingham
Linguistic patterns in
first and second language
acquisition: does inputmatter?
£37,460

Dr Fiona Handyside
University of Exeter
French girlhoods on screen:
emotions and/of places
£16,892

Dr Alexandra Livarda
University of Nottingham
Shaping the archaeology
of culinary practices
£40,940

Social Sciences

Dr Rory Cormac
University of Nottingham
Does covert action work?
Evaluating the impact of
deniable interventionism
£9,903

Dr Jule Mulder
University of Bristol
Vulnerable consumers
and the law in financially
uncertain times
£20,204

Professor Jennifer Roberts
University of Sheffield
Commuting as an economic
behaviour in theUSand theUK
£20,292

Dr Kate Skinner
University of Birmingham
Learning, leveraging and
livingwith the law: gender
activism inGhana, 1957–1992
£9,173

Dr Julia Steinberger
University of Leeds
The golden thread: energy
in social development and
resource services
£44,856

International Academic Fellowships
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Academy of Northern Ballet
£53,000

Artsed
£260,397

Birmingham Conservatoire
£291,000

Central School of Ballet
£151,330

Chetham’s School of Music
£208,254

Circomedia
£25,184

City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra
£187,056

Dartington Hall Trust
£47,520

Elmhurst Ballet School
£94,541

Gabrieli
£62,000

Glasgow School of Art
£235,995

Guildhall School of Music
and Drama
£490,000

Leeds College of Music
£211,242

London Academy of Music
and Dramatic Art
£367,500

London Contemporary Dance
School
£432,726

London Film School
£180,884

London Sinfonietta
£29,207

London Studio Centre
£135,000

Magpie Dance
£30,660

Mountview Academy of
Theatre Arts
£140,095

National Centre for Circus Arts
£147,000

National Children’s Orchestras
of Great Britain
£105,000

National Film and Television
School
£444,000

National Youth Choirs of
Great Britain
£107,120

National Youth Jazz Collective
£58,943

National Youth Orchestra of
Great Britain
£475,983

National Youth Theatre
£254,210

Northern School of
Contemporary Dance
£214,000

Opera North
£239,305

Phoenix Dance Theatre
£64,180

Pro Corda Trust
£150,800

Purcell School
£199,998

Rambert School of Ballet
and Contemporary Dance
£90,000

Royal Academy of Arts
£106,500

Royal Academy of
Dramatic Art
£285,000

Royal Academy of Music
£381,347

Royal Ballet School
£399,834

Royal Central School
of Speech and Drama
£414,620

Arts Scholarships
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Image credits,with relevant grant holder

Pages 4 & 8
Courtesy of Unilever Archives.

Pages 7 & 12
Rosie Hallam.

Page 11
Group photo of the Summer School group 2018,
National Youth Jazz Collective, Arts Scholarship.
Masters in Directing Circus, Circomedia, Arts
Scholarship. Photo by BenTansey.

Page 86
Do seedlings of species at lower altitudes have the same
defensive capabilities as seedlings of the same species
higher up? DrMickHanley, Research Project Grant.

Page 90
On a fieldtrip in central Greece. The notches cut into
the cliffwere formed at sea-level, but are now several
metres above thewater. Professor RichardWalker,
Research Project Grant.

Page 92
Abumblebee using vibration to remove pollen from
a buzz-pollinated flower. DrMario Vallejo-Marin,
Research Project Grant.

Page 96
Hip replacement implant installed in the pelvis bone,
stock.adobe.com. DrMartin Birkett, Research
Project Grant.

Page 100
Drone image from70mabove afield campof orange
tentswhichhighlights the complexity of impurity
distribution, topography and structure onglacier ice
surfaces.DrTristramIrvine-Fynn,ResearchFellowship.

Page 100
Selaginella kraussiana showing the growth of branches
arising from a branch point. Dr Jill Harrison, Research
Project Grant.

Page 102
Paint in a petri dish (from the front cover “Arts in
Health”) credit: Klari Reis https://www.klariart.com.
Dr Daisy Fancourt, Philip Leverhulme Prize.

Page 103
León, San Isidoro, South facade, Portal of the Lamb.
Reset sculpture in the tympanum (Photograph:
JohnBattenPhotography). Dr RoseWalker,
Emeritus Fellowship.

Page 104
Ared coralline algal habitat (amaerl bed) on thewest
coast of Scotland. DrHeidi L Burdett, Research
Project Grant.

Page 106
A functional Islamic shrine –Mazar – by the remains
of the Tibetan fort on the Khotan river, 2008.
Photographer: John Falconer. Dr SusanWhitfield,
Emeritus Fellowship.

Page 107
TheYorùbá Blues Series.MsLucille Junkere, Study
Abroad Studentship.

Page 108
Project Remix 2018 final concert. City of Birmingham
SymphonyOrchestra, Arts Scholarship.

Page 109
Rambert School performance, photographer: Nicole
Guarino.Rambert School of Ballet andContemporary
Dance, Arts Scholarship.
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